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Look inside for your spring South Orlando Catitpus class schedule pullout! 
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Kruczek gets tour-vear · 
. . 
deal, loses interim title 
Future File Photo 
Mike Kruczek spent 13 years as offensive 
coordinator under Gene McDowell. 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor. 
Athletic Director Steve Sloan 
opened last Thursday afternoon's 
press conference by reflecting on 
the last time UCF had called such 
an event. With the announcement 
that Mike Kruczek will remain as 
head coach full-time, losing his 
interim title, the University has 
provided closure to the events that 
brought about that aforementioned 
press conference last January, one 
of a much different nature. 
time period as far as our recruiting plans. 
We had two decisions we could have 
made. We could have had a search or go 
that because of the fact stability and con-
tinuity are critical to a team in transition, 
to appoint Coach Kruczek to the posi-
tion." 
From that point on, the job has 
been Kruczek's to earn. He's 
I honestly believe th~t I can be a taken the opportunity and ran 
with it, securing the job earlier 
· determining factor in this thing 
getting to where it needs to· get to. 
- Mike Kruczek 
than anticipated. UCF President 
John Hitt petitioned the chan-
cellor for a waiver to give 
Kruczek the position before 
conducting a formal search, as 
is mandated. However, with a 
four-year contract being signed, it's 
"Last January, when Coach (Gene) 
McDowell resigned we had a compressed · 
through an active and interim head 
coach," recalled Sloan. "Because of the 
recruiting time, we felt it would be better, See KRUC~EK, Page 8 
Homecoming events 
continue till Saturday 
By SARAH SEKULA 
Staff Writer 
Get spaced-out .at UCF's 
Robinson Observatory 
"Back in Black CT-Knighted in Gold" is this year's home-
coming theme, if you don't know already. 
By STACEY COPELAND 
Staff Writer 
The director of the observatory, Dr Nadine Barlow, 
laughingly admit~ that many people only find out 
about the observatory by accident. She School is out today, but you'll want to be on campus for 
the carnival next to the arena. Rides, games, food, what 
more could you want? Free stuff? The carnival has it cov-
ered. The festivities will begin at 2 p.m. and ·admission is 
free. 
When the Robinson Observatory 
opened here at UCF in April 1996, 
said: "We seem to get a lot of 
inquiries about the observatory 
from people who jog or walk 
around the campus. They just 
happen to see the building and 
they' re curious as to what 
goes on in there." 
"Promotional items will be given away all week," 
Homecoming Director Andrea Quattry said. "T-shirts, ban-
dannas, UCF tattoos, sports bottles, etc. " 
"In fact, we are giving away two trips to the Baham.as," 
Quattry said. "Students can register when they vote for 
homecoming king and queen at the Student Union Monday 
through Thursday, 10-5 p.m." 
During the carnival, several bands will be playing includ-
ing Black-Eyed Pea at 3:15 p.m. and A Tribe Called Quest 
at 4 p.m. At 8 p.m. the Violent Femmes will play inside the 
UCF Arena. Students may attend for free with ~ valid UCF 
ID card. Alumni Association members may get tickets at the 
arena or any Ticketmaster outlet for $10. The general pub-
lic will be charged $15 per ticket 
"We have a wide variety of music this year," Mike 
Bowman, member of the CAB Concerts Committee, said. 
'We wanted bands that would appeal to an array ofpeople.'' 
The spirit banner contest will be held at 6 p.w Thursday in 
the arena and will be follewed by skitnight. The theme this 
See A KNIGHT, Page 4 
the residents of Orlando got 
something new to brag about. 
The city of Orlando now 
plays host to the se~ond 
largest telescope in the state 
of Florida. 
The telescope, which has 
a 26-inch mirror and is 
worth more than $1 mil-
lion, is also the largest tele-
scope in Florida routinely 
open for public usage (the 
University of Florida's 30-
inch telescope is used 
mainly for research pur-
poses). 
So why do so few people 
know anything about the 
observatory? Are we too 
busy with work and school? 
Do our families take up all 
our time? Or do we just not 
pay attention? 
Faith with a football Peaceful relations 
QB Jason Thorpe's strong UCF's United Nations 
beliefs have helped him Association stresses coop-
on and off the field. eration among students. 
-PAGE 3 -PAGE 7 
The Robinson 
Observatory, which is locat-
ed on the southeast side of 
campus, was established to 
help institute an astronomy 
program here. The growing 
program was in need of the 
equipment and academic 
support the observatory 
offers to students and facul-
ty. Students in the astronomy 
program regularly use the 
observatory to aid in their 
studies and to gain experi-
ence in working with the 
Future File Photo ·equipment. Many scientists 
The Robinson Observatory houses the largest 
public telescope in the State of Florida • See FREE, Page 7 
Place your FREE Respond online to our 
Classified Ad on q~estion of the week! 
our website! New each Wednesday. 
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Arm yourself for a whole year of partying for only $39.95 plus tax - that's 1 O bucks off, 
and it's less than the price of three night's admission! Catch over 12 concerts a year 
plus special events like VIBE LIVE and Mardi Gras. Get into 8 clubs* rncluding brand-
new BET SoundStage Club™ and Wildhorse Saloon@~* With a Pl Annual Pass, you'll 
always have a party to hit: 
Just bring your valid college l.D. to any Pl ticket booth by November 30 to get your 
discounted Annual Pass. More info? Call 407-934-7781. 
P L-t ..n ~ U ..A-t I ~ L..Jl N I> 
do wntowndisney.com 
'Under 18 must be accompanied by parent or legal guardian. Must be 21 to enter Mannequins and BET SoundStage Club'" . 
.. Separate admission required for selected concerts at Wildhorse Saloon<!> and Pleasure Island New Year's Eve Party December 31 Valid ID required "JDP20001 
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TEXTBOOKS ... 
You've gotta 
have 'em, so 
why spend 
more than you 
have to? At 
Shopping.com 
you can buy 
your books 
onllne and save 
up to 46o/o on 
textbooks and 
up to 60% on 
bestsellers .... 
with no waiting 
in line! 
... and with all 
that money 
you're going 
to save, you can 
pick up any of 
our 
Billboard TOP 
40 CD's for 
only 
$8.97 eachl 
j,,J 
Then check out 
our huge 
selection of 
computers and 
over 260,000 
computer 
accessories, 
supplies and 
software titles, 
· the latest video 
games for your 
Sony 
Playstation, 
Nintendo64, 
Sega Saturn, 
Gameboy or 
S~ES, 
camcorders, 
stereos, VCR's, 
magazines, 
fragrances, 
sporting 
equipment, 
a complete line 
of furniture and 
accessories 
and all of the 
other 
·~ 
TWO MU.I.ION 
things you're 
going to need to 
go to school! 
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1 Back-up QB uses faith 
as his strongest offense 
Future File Photo 
UCF Quarterback Jason Thorpe joined 
the Knights as a walk-on in 1995. 
By JAMES COMBS 
Staff Writer 
Things looked very bleak for UCF quarter-
back Jason Thorpe when he joined the foot-
ball team as a walk-on in the spring of 1995. 
UCF had nine quarterbacks at the time who 
were -either scholarship players or walk-ons. 
To complicate matters, the 6-foot, 185 pound 
Thorpe barely got any reps in practice and 
couldn't showcase his talent to the coaches. 
As a result, he finished spring football listed 
ninth on the depth chart. 
"I trusted in God that I would eventually 
get an opportunity to practice more," he said. 
"One thing I have learned from God is to 
never give up when things aren't going my 
way." 
And Thorpe didn't give up. He began con-
centrating on learning the offense and 
improving on basic skills. His hard work and 
refusal to quit landed him more reps in prac-
tice.· He gradually worked his way up the 
depth chart. In the middle of his sophomore 
season in 1996, Thorpe overtook senior 
Kevin Reid as the second-string quarterback. 
"It was through my love of God that I was 
able to accomplish what I did in such a short 
time," he said. 
Thorpe relates his love of God to football. 
To him, the relationship can be summed up 
with the word totality. 
"You have to totally love God to be,his dis-
ciple, follower and servant,'' he said. "That is 
a wholehearted commitment which I carry 
over to the football field. When I have a bad 
day of practice or play bad ih a game, my 
relationship with Christ gives me a focus and 
a place to come back and say to myself, 'OK, 
this is first and foremost number one, so get 
your priorities straight from here."' 
Thorpe is currently a senior and the backup 
quarterback to Daunte Culpepper. Although 
he is happy in his position, moving up the 
depth chart wasn't his top priority. 
"There was a point in time when I didn't 
think I would even make the traveling team," 
he said. " knew that the Lord had called me 
to come out here and play on the team, and I 
had determined in my heart if that meant just 
being a scout player for three or four years 
that it was the Lord's will." 
Thorpe's first playing experience came 
against East Carolina in 1996. He played in a 
mop-up role for one quarter. A few weeks 
later UCF played Georgia Tech in Atlanta. 
Former UCF head coach Gene McDowell 
once again put Thorpe in the game. Only this 
time it wasn't for mop-up du~y-Thorpe was 
asked to enter the game and help UCF win. 
Culpepper separated his left shoulder in the 
second half with UCF trailing by 14 points. 
The game seemed to be all wrapped up with 
Culpepper going to the sidelines and a quar-
terback with very limited playing time 
replacing him. 
"This was different than the East Carolina 
game because now I was going to have to 
rally this team to victory as opposed to play-
ing when the game had already been decid-
ed," Thorpe said. "I was extremely nervous 
going into that first series." 
In his first series, the Knights went 
three plays and out. However, Thorpe man-
aged to complete a key pass the next series. 
Georgia Tech came with a blitz up the mid-
dle, and the Knight offensive line picked it 
up nicely. Thorpe threw the ball to Stuart 
Stipe, who caught it for a first down. 
"When I completed that pass it was a real 
confidence boost-
team. 
"Jason gives us a lo.t of leadership and puts 
the spirit of God into us," he said. "When the 
team gets tired Jason always picks us up and 
refuses to let us quit. Some people don't like 
to listen to religious stuff, but it is different 
when Jason speaks because he does it in a 
way that inspires you rather than puts you to 
sleep." 
UCF head coach Mike Kruczek shares 
Wilson' s sentiments. 
"Jason has been a spiritual leader for this 
team every year he has been here," Kruczek 
said. "I can 't say enough about the kid. He 
comes to practice every day and plays hard." 
Thorpe has read verses from the Bible to his 
teammates. Thorpe and Culpepper also con-
duct a Bible study on the weekends for foot-
ball players to attend. -
But Thorpe doesn't limit sharing his love of 
God to football players. The former 
Fellowship of 
;::·. 
:~ . 
er," he said. "From 
that point on it 
really came into 
my head that I 
could lead this 
team." 
It ended up being 
a 79-yard touch-
down drive. 
. ,'fou ·'hav,e io tota/ty love 
_God to be his, disciple, 
follower and servant. 
Christian 
Athletes(FCA) 
president has 
spoke to middle 
school and high 
school students 
about God. He has 
also worked in 
On UCF's last 
offensive series of 
the game, they trailed 27-20. Thorpe -had 
them on the move and led them inside the 20-
yard line. However, a UCF player fumbled 
the ball in the end zone and that sealed the 
victory for Georgia Tech. 
Thorpe finished the game with 179 yards 
passing. 
"After the game, I remember sitting on the 
field and thanking God for allowing me to 
play a tradition-rich school like Georgia 
Tech,'' Thorpe said."I fulfilled a dream that 
~ay and it was very satisfying and rewarding. 
I couldn't have done it without the Lord." 
Thorpe played in 
eight games that year. 
He completed 40 of 
68 passes for 364 
yards and two touch-
downs. 
Since Thorpe plays 
behind a potential 
All-American quar-
terback like 
Culpepper, it is not 
surprising that he has 
seen limited action 
since that Georgia 
Tech game. However, 
he never thinks about 
whether be would 
have started at quar-
terback the last three 
seasons had 
Cul pepper signed 
with another college. 
- Jason Thorpe 
the Gospel. 
summer camps 
and teaches kids 
athletic skills and 
"I really enjoy doing this because I can 
share my wealth of knowledge with the youth 
of today," he said. "The kids seem to really 
look up to me since I am an athlete who wor-
ships God. Some tend to think that being an 
athlete and loving God at the same time is 
mutually exclusive. So I am living proof to 
them that you can be an athlete and love God 
at the same time." 
Thorpe wants to incorporate the teaching of 
God into a career. He said he majored in 
Advertising/Public Relations so he can even-
Future File Photo 
"That doesn't cross 
my mind because 
there are a lot of ifs," 
he said. "I knew when 
Thorpe says he hopes to one day become an ordained minister 
after college. 
I came here that my reasons for coming were 
different from what the rest of the world 
would consider good reasons for being here. 
I wanted to come out here and work hard and 
season my teammates with the love of Christ. 
That's been my goal since day one and hope-
fully when I leave my teammates and coach-
es will look back and think that I accom-
plished it." 
David Wilson, a second string offensive 
tackle, said Thorpe is an inspiration to the 
tually become involved in the ministry.• In 
January, he will work at the New Life Church 
of God as a college minister. He wants to 
eventually earn a master's degree to become 
an ordained minister. 
But for rigbt now, Thorpe is content on fin-
ishing up his football career at UCF. . 
"I am happy that I got the opportunity to 
play Division I football," lie said. "Without 
God's presence on the football field with me, 
none of this would have been possible." 
November 11, 1998 
Display honors 
women veterans 
By DANIEL F. MCMULLAN 
Staff Writer 
In honor of Veterans' Day 
1998, the University of Central 
Florida's Office of Veterans' 
Affairs and Student Veterans' 
Association has sponsored a 
display devoted to women vet-
erans in the UCF Library. 
Jennifer Hoffman, a senior 
political science major and 
U.S. Navy veteran, created the 
display. 
"I've learned a lot about the 
history of women that I didn't 
know before," said the 28-year-
old SVA member. "It reaf-
firmed that ·women can do the 
jobs, but I was not aware that 
so many women had done the 
jobs." 
The legacy of women serving 
in America's armed forces 
extends all the way back to the 
founding of the United States. 
Probably the most famous 
woman, Molly Pitcher, gained 
fame at the Battle of 
Monmouth, NJ. on June 28, 
1778. 
However, she wasn't the first 
according to Hoffman. The first 
documented woman to fight in 
defense of America was 
Margaret Corbin, who helped 
defend Fort Washington,' N.Y . . 
in 1776. 
"Th~re were a lot more," said 
Hoffman. "But they had to dis-
guise th ems elves as men, 
because women weren't 
allowed to serve." 
During the Civil War, women 
worked as foragers for sup-
plies, cooks and sea~stresses, 
as well as saboteurs, scouts and 
couriers. Dr. Mary Walker, an 
Army physician who served 
during the Civil War, was the 
first and only woman awarded 
the Congressional Medal of 
Honor for contributions in 
treating patients. 
More than 35,000 women 
served as nurses, telephone 
operators, or clerks during 
World War I. It was the first 
war in which American women 
saw action overseas. Three 
women received the 
Distinguished Service Cross, 
the combat medal second only 
to the Medal of Honor. 
World War II saw more than 
350,000 women in service. 
"I never knew about a group 
called WASPs-Women's' 
Airforce Service Pilots-which 
ferried aircraft from base to 
base." said Hoffman. 
"Some even getting shot 
down," she said. "But they 
weren't even acknowledged as 
military pilots or even veterans 
until 1977." 
During the Korean Conflict 
and the Vietnam War, the 
majority of women serving 
were nurses. According to the 
1990 Census, some 1.2 million 
women are veterans, or about 
four percent of the total veteran 
population. 
Nearly 35,000 women served 
in the Persian Gulf. Women 
flew reconnaissance and search 
and rescue missions. They 
drove convoys close to enemy 
positions and staffed Patriot 
missile placements. 
Since the Gulf War, women 
have served in Haiti, Bosnia 
and are stationed throughout 
the world. Department of 
Defense figures, as of 
September 1997, show that 14 
percent-some 200,526-of 
America's armed forces are 
women. 
A Knight at the Movies.to 
be th~ theme of skit ni,gb} 
. . ' ' . . . - :·.·:· ·. ;.: . ' ~:;a;::.,. ~. 
From PAGE 1 your tummy is satisfied, sup- '. 
porf the women's . basketball 
year is "A Knight at the team in the arena at 5 p.m. 
Movies" and will feature sever- ,,.ag~st American Univ~rsity 
al organizations competing to ~d the men's team af7:30p.m 
win for the best skit :; aghln.st'Rollhts. , '!~. ·.· 
On Ftjday, the SP.iriflSpla8h' · . Eyeryone'.lov~~ ff piltadf.~ · 
Pep Rally tradition will cpntin~ right? 01). Saturday, 1JCF stu-
ue. Show off your Blac~ and dents take over D,ovib:t~wn · 
Gold spirit at this event~ It's ·Orlando for a few hours and · 
your chance to jump into the show off their floats and their 
reflecting pond with · f ello.w pride. Them, let ,the tailgating 
students . While you are splash· begin. 
ing around, live music will fill .·. Homeconling awards willbe 
the air. UCF's marching band presented at 1 p.m. atTillker 
will perfonn, the cheerleaders field. The organization that 
will cheer and Knightro and racks up the niost points during 
Glycerine will be there. The the week (Black and Gold sign, 
1998 Spirit Cup will be given skit, spirit banner, float or spir-
away to one loud, spirited orga- it car and clean up after parade) 
nization. Once again, free stuff will take home tbe 1998 
will be given away. Home~oming Trophy. 
After Spirit Splash you can Kickoff for the game against 
cheer some more at the the Ball State Cardinals will be 
Homecoming Fanfare at the at 4 p.m. with the Homecoming 
arena which will feature free king and queen presentation at 
food and entertainment. After halftime. 
www.UCFfuture.com Central Florida Future • 4 
Trick or treating with the Greeks 
By SHELLEY WILSON 
Staff Writer 
In addition to winning a home people as there was so it's a good 
football game, UCF gave some- sign for the Greeks." 
thing special to the community Some of the other team activi-
on Halloween. ties were Alpha Xi Delta and 
.For three hours before the Delta Upsilon holding a spider 
game, UCF's Greek community toss, Kappa Delta and Sigma 
transfonned Tinker Field into a Alpha Epsilon had a lion toss, 
Halloween carnival for both and a ring toss was held by Tau 
children and adults. Several Alpha and Lamba Chi Omega. 
community agencies including A good image for the Greek 
Smoothie, King. Gooding,s, and community was on the minds of 
the Orlando Sentinel helped · the Gr.eeks involved. 
sponsor th&Ce,vent. '~Parents bave beetI thanking us 
The Student Government for giving our time and ! think 
Association from UCF also this was a great idea," Jennifer 
sponsored . the event The pur- Gregory of Alpha Delta said. 
pose 'Of .the event was to provicfe Ian Macdonald, of Sigma 
a safe and fun environment for .t}lpha Epsilon, a~ees with the 
children tdgb trick or treating. ,,good image and sees" participa~ 
During. Homecoming{ fraternj- non as the key. 
ties and sororities are paired up ·'The whole Greek and local 
for varipus · activifo~s. Each pair • community came together to do 
then sets up their own booth for something good to· m.,ake sure 
any actiyity they choose for chil- kids have a good time Jor 
dren to play. . ., , Halloween." 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Chi Omega, '. · ~long with the booths1 children 
~n? ~IJI :wteamed up, an~, ·had ,n could .also enjqy fil¥+jnflatable 
Fishes .. • ~rom the . W1tch~s playgrounds, donated by the 
Ca~l?ron. .Instead of .fish at this Interfraternity Council. They bad 
activity, ch1ldre~ received candy slides, rock climbing, an obsta-
at the end of their pole. . , cle coutse, and a jungle bounce. 
Lauren !homas, a Chi Omeg.~, ;,. , ··. }:be big eyent was the costume 
was surprised at the response to contest for the children. Children 
this yea:'s event. . ·. ·. < ,,walked down a ronw~y to show 
"l wasn't 'expecting .. as many. "''off their costi.:fi:ru!s while their 
names and the title of the cos-: 
tume was announced. The first 
place winner for ages six to eight 
was dressed like a Knight with a 
sword. The winner for ages eight 
and over was dressed as Daunte 
Culpepper. 
A two-donar donation at the 
door and fifty cents for a hot dog 
or drink went to benefit the 
Crisis Nursery, which helps fam-
ilies in crisis. 
Tricia Posado, of the 
Panhellenic Service Chair, ' 
helped organize the event and 
SC?eS changing the location from 
Greek Street on campus to 
Tinker Field as a benefit. ''.We 
felt bringing it here promoted 
UCF in the community and it 
worked perfectly with the 
game.?~ 
"It was a wonderful and totally 
connected event which one per-
son alone could not do/' Posada 
added. 
Andrew Cupicha, from Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, has headed the 
event for four years. Cupicha 
said, ''The ,,key is to get .more 
people mvolVed and to keep 
them excited. 
"I have received . awesome 
feedback this year. This event 
was everything I hoped it would 
be and a lot more especially for 
the people to pull off something 
tQis bigP 
·==v Imagine how different life would be if you had been born 
in a nation where poverty and hunger were the norm ... 
~ 32 million Americans live ·in poverty and between 2 and 5 
million U. S. children go to bed hungry 
ES;. . Come exp.erience what life is like for this 60% of the world 
and learn how you can help make a difference 
Monday, November 16, 1998 
6-Spm 
Student Union 
Key West, Room 218 A&B 
A donation of 2 cans of food is requested .to 
benefit Hunger and Homelessness in Orlando 
to Volunteer UCF at 823-6471 
or in the Student Union, Room 208 
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government Association 
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The quest for perfection 50-yeaf old freshman: 
By LINDA RAMOS 
Staff Writer 
The "American Heritage 
Dictionary" (2nd College 
Ed.) defines perfectionism 
as: "a propensity for setting 
extremely high standards 
and being displeased with 
anything less." 
The University of Miami's 
Counseling Center's pam-
phlet, adequately entitled 
"No One Can Be Perfect", 
defines a perfectionist as a 
person who, at first glance, 
seems to achieve it all yet 
beneath the surface has low 
self-esteem, bouts of frustra-
tion, and high levels of anx-
iety. 
Perfectionism is a self-
defeating process. It leads to 
overexertion (giving more 
than 100 percent effort), 
anxiety (having to redo 
work or activities until they 
are "just right'" which in the 
mind of a perfectionist may 
never happen), and feelings 
of inadequacy-"never being 
good enough." 
What causes this overbear-
ing drive to be perfect? The· 
Division of Student Affairs 
at the University of Buffalo 
in New York suggests that~ 
possible cause for perfec-
tionism may originate from 
family, friends, and authori-
ty figures who set unrealistic 
expectations for an individ-
ual-expectations of perfect 
grades, perfect career, per-
fect life. Sometimes those 
that care and 
love you the 
most, uninten-
tionally trigger 
perfectionistic 
tendencies. 
In contrast, the . 
University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign pub-
lished a self-help tip sheet 
regarding perfectionism 
which suggests that the ro~t 
of perfectionism lies deep 
within an individual. 
Perfectionists value them-
selves based on their exter-
nal accomplishments. For 
example, a mistake, regard-
less of frs severity, is consid-
ered a failure. The label 
'failure' is thus internalized 
as the belief "I am a failure." 
Additionally, perfectionists 
have a fear of being vulnera-
ble or weak. By displaying 
no faults or weaknesses, no 
one will be able to hurt 
them. Furthermore, perf ec-
tionists tend to overempha-
size discrepancies and 
under-emphasize efforts. 
For example, a perfectionis-
tic. student receives a 95 per-
cent on an assignment. the 
student thinks "How can it 
be that I didn't receive a 100 
percent?" This student is 
inflating the difference 
between a 95 and 100 while 
deflating the great effort of 
accomplishing a 95. 
There are ways to help 
overcome per-fectionistic 
tendencies as advised by the 
Couns~ling Center of the 
Nubira CDX 
4-door Sedan 
/ What's better than en.Using past all of your jealous 
friends in a brand new car? Well for starters, 
getting paid for it. 
.~/ 
! 
! 
I Introducing Daewoo. 
Daewoo is a new car compa.J).y that offers hassle-
free, inexpensively priced cars. Our Daewoo 
Lanos, Daewoo Nubira and Daewoo Leganza 
all come fully-loaded with covered maintenance 
/. 
for the first 3 years or 36,000 miles~ . 
Have Fun, Make Maney. 
I 
f 
r 
I 
I 
I 
i 
\ 
l 
\ We're looking for a few good show-offs to be · 
Daewoo Campus Advisors. You'll be marketing \ 
and promoting our new line of 
reliable, fun cars on campus to 
fellow students and faculty. And, 
in addition to earning money, 
you'll earn the opportunity to 
buy a new car for yourself at a substantial discount. 
Call, Click or Visit. 
Call us at 1-877-362-8324, click on our website at 
li{Cl/ilDS: FN1HW:;~, or visit any Daewoo Store 
to see if you qualify f~r this great opportunity. 
Daewoo. A new car. 
A new experience. 
' Warranty 800 prog:a.11 miini;:rm:e details a'<ailalte at •Jilf !Tofll'.oo stCYeS 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
University 
Illinois. 
of 
First, realize 
that mistakes are 
learning experi-
ences. A 'mis-
take' is a label 
based on point of view. 
Mistakes serve as refere.nce 
points. How else can you 
know what works if you 
haven't experienced what 
didn't work? 
Second, set realistic goals. 
Actually aim for less than 
100 percent. Your self-worth 
will not disintegrate just 
because you aren't perfect. 
Third, focus on the process 
of an activity and not on its 
outcome. What good can 
come from achieving great 
success when the process of 
achieving that success was 
fraught with anxiety, stress, 
and fear? 
Fourth, reexamine expec-
tations. Ask yourself if the 
expectations you have are 
truly yours or do they belong -
to others such as family or 
friends. 
No one can succeed all of 
the time; likewise, no one 
can fail all of the time. 
Notable successes are 
achieved through a mixture 
of weaknesses and strengths . 
Linda Ramos is associated 
with Full Student Services 
(FSS) which provides word 
processing/typing and 
research . assistance to col-
lege students. 
Better late than never 
By VICKI·DESORMIER 
Staff :Writer 
Dan Fleishman said he is sometimes 
ashamed to admit that he is a college 
freshman . • 
know what they want to do when they 
grow up'' either so he's not alone. He said 
he will start with therequired courses and 
shop around aJittle and see what intetests 
him. 
. Fleishman,.said he doesn't think ,fue 
'& majot is as iID.p~rtant'as the degree at his 
"age. He will thoose his major area of 
e·sn•· 
~~, . "' 1~~1r:~; 
. idea to get ttmt~: ··~atF;e ~f!n~?~Ftten rt1y~ctrqge~i~.; 
degree _h~'d avoided, all those y~~,J " . w ,. ~e '~d .. ~~sbiV~r;{Jf ~s:just take a . little . 
He·$~d;.~eneverg~vemt?ch,c~si4-"rfon~r than . 0th~~ ·td figure thing~ ·out. 
.e~~on to""~t be wanted tp maJorinJ but · ]3uthere l anl. B~etterlate than n~ver,11 
<h~ figu }/ 'Hmo!~ ·~s~:li1~o~:.~ . · : ::•:;; .:~'·· '.;; .: ~ 
'f~ DAEWOO 
Daewoo of Sanford 
4165 North US Hwy 17-92 
(407) 323-7808 
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New ID cards 
to be issued 
through 19th 
By NICOLE KING 
News Editor 
Sign ups for the new UCF ID 
cards will be held from Nov. 5-
19 in the Crossroads Cafeteria 
in the Student 
Resource Center. All 
faculty, staff and stu-
dents are required to 
get one. After the end of the fall 
term, the current ID cards will 
no longer work for any campus 
service. 
If a new card is not obtained 
during the above dates, there 
will be a $10 fee and a $15 
replacement fee. For l!lore 
information contact http://pega-
sus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfcard 
All individuals with a meal 
plan must come by the Marriott 
Offices in the Student Resource 
Center before trying to use their 
new UCF Card. Otherwise, 
your new card will not work. 
•The Student Accounts and 
Loans/Collection offices will be 
moved to Trailor #541 begin-
ning on Oct. 9. Telephone 
extensions will remain the 
same. Student Accounts should 
return to AD 111-112 by Nov. 
30. 
•Fall 1998 commencement 
will be held Dec. 19 at the UCF 
Are·na. Each candidate ·who par-
ticipates in the · event will 
receive guest tickets based on 
the amount of seats available 
and the number of participants. 
Commencement times are: 
8 a.m. College of Arts and 
Sciences, 6 tickets per person 
11 :30 a.m. Colleges of 
Education and Engineering, 8 
tickets per person 
3 p.m. College of Health and 
Public Affairs, 9 tickets per per-
son 
6:30 p.m. College of Business 
Administration, 8 tickets per 
person 
Graduation participants at the 
main branch must pick up their 
tickets between Dec. 7 and 12 at 
the UCF Bookstore. Candidates 
may order and pick up tickets at 
their area campus. Tickets must 
be ordered Nov. 16-21. At the 
· Brevard campus, contact the 
BCC Bookstore. At the Daytona 
Beach campus, contact the 
Administrative Services Office.' 
A photo ID will be requested 
upon pick up. Doctoral candi-
dates and platform party guests 
must contact the Constituent 
Relations Office at (407) 823-
6609 for tickets. 
•The Student Union has begun 
offering "notary public" ser-
vices. Contact Chuck Gallo at 
823-2117 for an appointment. 
•A holiday toy drive will be 
sponsored by the UCF. Police 
Department and the Student 
Alumni Association. 
Unwrapped toys will be collect-
ed from Nov. 2 to Dec. 11 and 
will be dcmated to the XL106.7 
Baby DJ Fund. 
The drop-off locations are: 
The UCF Police Department 
The Student Alumni 
Association Office· 
(Administration Building Room 
340) 
The Student Union (box near 
the information desk). 
Arrangements can also be 
, made for the toys to be picked 
up at other departments on cam-
pus by calling Officer Emert at 
823-6268. 
•The UCF Bookstore is offer-
ing 15 book scholarships for 
Spring 1999 and Summer 1999. 
Undergraduate students enro11ed 
with a minimum of 9 hours and 
graduate students with a mini-
mum of 6 hours. A minimum 
GPA of 3.0 is required. 
Applicants must submit an 
application package in the drop 
box located in the UCF 
Bookstore by 7 p.m. on Nov.16. 
The package must include: a let-
ter of application in which your 
major and college are stated, a 
copy of your most recent grade 
audit, a current resume and on 
the bottom, a 250 word, double-
spaced, 12 point font essay 
including the word count on the 
bottom. The topic of the essay 
should be "If I were a book, my 
title would be ... " Describe your-
self and why the title is impor-
tant. 
•The Fourth Annual 
Mentoring Conference will be 
held on Nov. 13 in the Student 
Union Key West Ballroom from 
7:30-9:30 a.m. The Black 
Faculty & Staff Assembly 
en~ourage all faculty and staff 
to attend ' and sponsor an 
African-American student at 
$10 per person. Checks can be 
made payable to Black Faculty 
$ Staff Assembly(BFSA). For 
further information call 823-
2981. 
•On Nov. 16 at 6 p.m., 
Volunteer UCF will host its 
annual Hunger Banquet at the 
Student Union's Key West 
Room 218 A and B. Each guest 
is asked to bring two cans of 
f9od to benefit Hunger and 
Homelessness in the Orlando 
community. RSVPs should be in 
by 5 p.m. on Nov. 11 in the 
Office of Student Activities, 
Room 208, For more informa-
tion, call 823-64 71. 
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Fraternity to help in 
national food drive 
By SHELLEY WILSON 
Staff Writer 
UCF's Lambda Chi Alpha 
Fraternity will hold its Sixth 
Annual North American Food 
Drive on Saturday, Nov. 7. The 
drive is part of the national 
Lambda Chi program called 
International Philanthropy in 
which over 200 chapters across 
the United States and Canada 
American Food Drive. we have 
been able to bring all of our 
chapters together to confront a 
serious problem while display-
ing the positive impact fraterni-
ties can have on their local com-
munities." 
Mike Shutley, president of 
UCF's Lambda Chi chapter, 
agrees that the opportunity 
gives a pos1tlve connection 
between Orlando and UCF 
work together to receive donat- 1' Greeks. 
ed food. ''All donations are.given in the 
The goal is to raise one mil- · name and recog,nition of 
lion pounds of food to feed the Lambda Chi. This creates a very 
hungry. This is the largest sin- positive image for the organiza-
gle-day philanthropy ever sup~ ti on." 
ported by a fraternity. ·· Shutley said this year's goal is 
Each Lambda Chi chapter to collect 100,000 pounds of 
donates the food they receive to food. The food must be non-
a local food bank. Lambda perishable such as rice, canned 
Chi's International foods and cereal. Donations for 
Headquarters in Indianapolis, UCF's chapter will be at the 2nd 
Ind., determines ~he total Harvest Food Bank located at 
poundage collected. the intersection of Princeton 
The director of Lambda Chi and John Young Parkway. 
Alpha's Chapter Services, Andy Last year, the collections high-
Longo, said he believes helping ly exceeded the million pound 
the public helps the fraternity. goal. A collection of 1,127,845 
"With the advent of the North pounds of food was collected. 
This supplemented over 
3,384,000 meals. 
A $2,000 grant will be given to 
the Lambda Chi Alpha Chapter 
that collects the most food. This 
grant will sponsor members to 
attend the 1999 Lambda Chi 
Alpha Seminar in Bowling 
Green, Ohio. Outstanding 
efforts in food collection and 
chapter improvement will also 
receive additional awards. 
Sbutley said that although the 
grant would be nic~. it is not·' 
really the objective. 
''Our goal is to raise the most 
food for people who need it. It's 
more like a competition 
between the different chapters 
of who can get the most food, 
not a grant." 
Oreg ,Mason, UCF' s Greek 
Director, said he thinks the pro-
gram is a win-win situation. 
"It's an excellent opportunity 
to assist food banks of Orlando 
and help those less fortunate. It 
also helps build positive public 
relations for the whole Greek 
system." 
--'t"'-~-- .. <w .. ---~•·-..-......-----·----~·~------·•·--w·•·--·-··--··•••·-·- ----------. 
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9:00 am .... K(J(Ut 
36 fl.IJ. !Pine StJJu.t 
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. .J;ilfore you attend the University~s Homecoming Parade, stop by the UCF Downto\\n 
Academic Center for refreshments and fun. Find out more about the upper-division and 
graduate level courses offered at the downto\vn center. See the state--of-the-art facilities 
located in this historic building, including a 130-seat auditorium, computer lab, and student 
study lounge. Meeting space is available for use by your organization. Stop by for a tour 
and for more infonnation. 
Representatives from the following areas will be available to answer your questions: 
Admissions 
Financial Aid 
Multicultural Student Services 
College of Arts and Sciences 
College of Business Administration 
' College of Education 
College of Engineering 
College of Health and Public Affairs 
We'll be celebrating the grand reopening of 01u on-site UCJ.!fi:C, Univetrsityal. of
Barnes & Noble Bookstore. Get your UCF t-shirts and hats · en f 
for the Homecoming game~ Football tickets will also be on sale. · Fl Ori da 
9(}11, m<V/4 ~ti, call (407) 317-770(). 
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United Nations Association 
promotes peace on campus 
By TODD MCFLIKER 
Staff Writer 
UCF's United Nations 
Association (UNA) is an eco-
nomic, soctal, and political 
based organization that is here 
to promote peace and justice. 
The academic based UNA 
encourages participation in the 
United Nations and other 
regional organizations. At the 
same time, UNA promotes the 
ideals of international coopera-
tion. 
"It is a good organization 
because it's educational and fun 
at the same time," said UNA 
Fundraising Chairman Meredith 
McCormick. 
The UNA has about 25 active 
UCF members, the majority 
being political science majors. 
The club is -0pen to any person 
on campus, with no restrictions 
to students. The UNA allows 
UCF students the opportunity to 
learn valuable skills in negotia-
tion, public speaking, and criti-
cal thinking. 
"The UNA makes a differ-
ence in student's lives, to better 
understand other nations around 
the world that we will one day 
have to do business with," said 
psychology major Jennifer 
Wolk. 
"UCF's United Nations 
Association opens doors for stu-
dent's careers and it is a good 
networking opportunity," said 
UNA Vice President Jason 
Miller. 
The South Regional Model 
United Nations (SRMUN) 
meets every Wednesday on cam-
pus. It also hold.s conferences 
every fall and spring. Each 
semester SRMUN represents a 
new country. This semester the 
UCF chapter will represent The 
Russian Federation. 
Conferences are considered 
grand events each semester for 
the UNA. This month, the UCF 
chapter will be sending 13 mem-
bers of SRMUN to Atlanta. UCF 
will be one of 50 schools 
attending the conference. Next 
spring, UCF's National Model 
United Nations Association will 
travel to a conference in New 
York. UCF representatives will 
sit with members from over 180 
schools, including Harvard and 
Yale. 
On Hallowe.en, UCF's United 
Nations Association held a ban-
quet at Peppino's restaurant. 
There was a raffle held at the 
luncheon as a fundraising event 
in order to help with conference 
expenses. Dr. Robert Bledsoe, a 
department chairman of UCF's 
Political Science Department, 
has worked with the CIA and the 
Defense Intelligence Agency. 
Bledsoe spoke on Asian eco-
nomics at the banquet. · 
What's in the future for 
UCF's UNA? They are attempt-
ing to host a high school Model 
United Nations conference in 
February. UCF would like to see 
the area's high schools get more 
involved. This could lay down a 
good organization for future 
UNA members to have on cam-
pus, and promote the United 
Nations in general. 
"Our main goal is fundraising 
because it is tough to attend con-. 
ferences without the appropriate 
funds," said Miller. Miller is the 
first member from UCF to be on 
staff at a Model United Nations 
conference. 
"Our long term goal is to help 
UCF students better understand 
the UN and the world we live 
in," said UNA President Neil 
Do. 
36 West Pine Street, Orlando, FL 32801 • (407) 317-7700 
+. UCF One block nonh of Church Street Station, across from the Lynx Bus Tennina/ 
http://www.oir.ucf.edu/dtac 
Downtown AeadorTiie {!Qntor 
Spring 1999 Course Schedule (Semester begins January 6, 1999) 
Key CRS&# Sec. Tide Hr. Days Times 
• College of Arts & Sciences 
3353 INP 314IC 0054 Advanced Applied Psychology 03 
3354 INP 3141C 0055 Advanced Applied Psychology 01 
3355 INP 314IC 0056 Advanced Applied Psychology 03 
3356 INP 3141C 0057 Advanced Applied Psychology 01 
7073 POS 3122 0057 State Government 03 MW 1200 13l5 
1732 CGS3170C 0054 Internet Applications I 01 T 1730 1915 
1735 CGS3171C 0054 Internet Applications II 01 T 1730 1915 
6938 SPC3445 OTS4 Leadership Through Oral Communication 03 w 1800 2050 
• College of Business 
6946 GEB 3031 OT55 Cornerstone 06 M 1900 2145 
4232 MAN 3025 OT54 Management of Organizations 03 MW 1000 1115 
6945 GEB 3031 OT54 Cornerstone 06 MW 1300 1415 
4246 MAN 3504 OTS4 Quality & Productivity Management 03 TR 1400 1515 
4200 GEB 3031L 0056 Cornerstone Discussion 00 R 1830 2115 
• College of Engineering 
6898 EGN 3420 OT54 Engineering Analysis 03 MW 1500 1615 
6909 EGN 3343 OT54 Thermodynamics 03 MWF 0800 OSSO 
6915 EGN3210 OT54 Engineering Analysis and Computation 03 MW F 0900 0950 
6927 EGN 3321 OT54 Engineering Analysis-Dynamics 03 TR 0830 0945 
6903 STA 3032 OT54 Probability & Statistics for Engineering 03 TR 1000 l 115 
6921 EGN 4624 OT54 Engineering Administration 03 TR 1130 1245 
7093 EGN 3613 OT54 Engineering Economic Analysis 02 TR 1600 1650 
7355 EML3601 OT54 Solid Mechanics 03 TR 1730 1845 
[See university schedule of classes for listing ofFEEDS (video) courses.] 
• College of Heallh & Public Affairs 
6484 CCJ 4463 0054 Cultural Diversity in Criminal Justice 03 M 1800 2045 
6551 PLA 3203 0054 Civil Practice & Procedures 03 M 1800 2045 
6561 PLA3504 0054 Property & Real Estate Law 03 T 1800 2045 
6422 SOW6324 0054 Clinical Practice with Groups 03 T 1800 2045 
6260 PAD6934 0057 Issues in Public Administration 03 T 1800 2045 
6572 PLA 4003 0054 Careers in Legal Studies 01 T 1800 2045 
6806 HSA6938 0054 ST: Capstone Symposium 03 w 1800 2045 
6219 PAD4446 0057 Multiculturalism in Public Administration 03 w 1800 2045 
6430 sow 6655 0054 Clinical Practice with Children and Adolescents 03 w 1800 2045 
7060 PLA 4408 0054 Law of Contracts 03 w 1800 2045 
6587 PLA 4794 0054 Advanced Legal Applications Computer Software 03 w 1800 2045 
6225 PAD4932 0057 ST: Volunteerism in Public Administration 03 R 1800 2045 
6434 sow 6914 0054 Research Project 02 R 1800 2045 
6586 PLA 4763 0057 Law Office Practices 03 R 1800 2045 
7055 CCJ 4105 0054 Police & Society 03 R 1800 2045 
7059 PIA 3105 0054 Legal Research 03 R 1800 2045 
Register for classes aJ the UCF Downtown Academic Center and you can enjoy the, computer lab, bookstore, and 
study lounge located in this modem, staJe-of-the-art facility in the heart of Downtown Orlando. The downtown center 
offers upper-division and graduaJe-level courses. We're bringing quality programs and professors Downtown! 
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UCF Trial Team takes top 
three spots at Invitational 
By NICOLE KING 
News Editor 
when trying out for and compet-
ing on law school mock trial 
teams. It also develops oral 
UCF hosted its first mock trial advocacy skills." 
invitational Oct. 24 and 25. The Remis said the team is not 
UCFTrial Team.had threeteams comprised solely of legal studies 
entered in the competition. They majors. Students from several 
came in first and second and tied different majors participate on 
fo,r · third plac,e with Auburn the team. 
University. Advertising/Public Relations 
The Invitational pitted tri3.l. major, Jeanette Ritz, serves as an 
teams :ftom Aubru:,u, Stetson, and attorney and witness on the 
South Carolina l.Jniversities team. Ritz .said team members 
againstUCf's Trial Team.~Mock learn the most from each other. 
trials are conducted just as regu- "You get ideas from one anoth-
lar trials would, with witnesses' er. I've learned so much about 
testimonies, opening and closing the law, butit talces a lot of com-
statements and cross examina- mitment and hard work from 
tions of witnesses. Local attor- everyone.i' 
neys served as the j'udges .during Lopez said the best part of the 
the competition. competitions is their realism. 
Trial Team member Fermin "We don't know what the 
Lopez said he learned a lot from opponents have when we go into 
the event. ''There's more to a competition, we only know what, 
trial than just' arguing your we have. They can throw any-
poin~.," he said. ''.Bow YQU ask thing at us. You have to be quick 
the questions and fi;eafa witness on your. feet; you can only rely . 
can make or breal)::a s~se." . so mucl1 ml what you've pr~:.· 
The Ttial Team.'.iscoached by t pared.~· t · ·· · " 
Dr. Rob Remisf assistant profes- . The Trial Team is· currently 
sor and honors coordinator for preparing a mock case involVing 
Legal Studies at UC:F, and Dr. a plane crash~ a victim's family 
Diane Sudia, an attorney with is suing the malcers of a fauley 
Rissman, Weisberg~ Barrett, fuel gauge. Remis said team 
" Hurt, Dqnahue & McLain and a members are looking forward to 
Legal Studies adjunct professor regionals in the Spring and after 
atUCF. Remis and Sudia formed that, hopefully nationals. · 
· the team in 1.997 to help sfudents "We are very confident we will 
sharpen critical thinking and successfully compete in the 
analytical sKills and to give them regionals and nationals," Remis 
realistic trial experience. said. "We know we have a t~ 
Remis_ said: "It gives them an that can 'win it all. They are a 
opportunity to see what the real~ wonderful group of students and 
life practice of law is like~ and it we are lucky to have the privi-
gives them a. competitive edge . lege of coaching them." 
First Place . 
Greg Allen 
Kerri Baranoski 
Roxana Berrios-
' Al.berti 
· 'Todd Pomer:leau 
Kerry Shaw 
Aurela Sicard · 
Michael Scoma 
Roberta Shiver 
'Third Place 
Shalena ~aR.ocque . 
~ermitJ ~opez , 
Orlando 'Ortiz 
Kevin Peterson 
feanette Ritz 
Carrie Sloane 
R. Berrios-Alberti 
Simonetta Carrell 
Shalena LaRocque 
Lee Jacobson 
Ferfoin Lopez 
Vanes~a Maiorana . 
Carrie Sfoane 
Outstanding 
.Witness 
"' 
Simonetta Carrell 
Lee Jacobson 
,,No~mi ~opez 
Outs.tandin1-,, 
,Attorhey 
Kerri Baranoski 
Simonetta Carrell 
Fermin Lopez 
Carrie Sloane "' 
.. ·: 
~'.: 
> $tephani~t~~u,~r 
:;\::'- .\' ·- . < . .,~~ . -:~-?. 
. ,&;~~'.\~,: ~reg,_;A.llen · 
Free viewings offered monthly 
From PAGE 1 
also use the observatory to con-
duct experiments and various 
kinds of research. 
The founders of the observatory 
also hoped that UCF students and 
the residents of Orlando would 
benefit from the advanced equip-
ment housed in the observatory. 
Special events such as the 
appearance of the _comet Hale-
Bopp and meteor showers often 
draw crowds to the observatory. 
But few people realize that the 
observatory offers free public 
viewings each month. The view-
ings are held on the first and third 
Wednesday of each month and run 
from 7:30 - 10:30 p.m. 
Barlow said that the sessions are 
offered to give the public a feel for 
astronomy and give them an 
opportunity to learn what the uni-
verse contains besides the planet 
Earth. 
Barlow stated that some of the 
-people who attend the viewings 
often come away speechless. She 
said "Jupiter and Saturn are visi-
ble in the evening skies right now 
and they are absolutely beautiful. 
A few people even think that 
someone must be at the end of the 
telescope holding up air-brushed 
photos or posters of the planets. 
They just can't believe their eyes." 
She added that anyone even 
slightly interested in astronomy or 
science should stop by one of the 
sessions or register for one of the 
"Intro to Astronomy" classes now 
offered by the university. 
For more information on the 
Robinson Observatory or the 
Astronomy program 
November 11, 1998 
• Kruczek receives 
four-year contract 
From PAGE 1 
apparent that Kruczek is going nowhere soon. 
"Needless to say, I'm very excited at this time. That's an under-
statement. We all understand what a football program does for the 
visibility of a university, especially here at UCF. We intend on 
expanding our visibility throughout the nation by performing well 
and winning football games, which is what we're here for," 
Kruczek said."It's very gratifying that this is taking place at this 
time. Coach Sloan had mentioned recruiting and I thought that this 
happened at the right time because of that. Other coaches around 
the nation use a solid foundation as part of their ploy to try to sign 
football players. One thing that people used against us last -year 
when I was an interim-titled football coach was that there was no 
fi rm foundation at UCF as far as leadership was concerned. This is 
going to be critical to the success of recruiting this year, which is 
very important for the success of this program on down the line. 
We're looking forward to having a great recruiting season." 
Kruczek has already been a tremendous boost to the program. 
As an assistant coach under McDowell for 13 years, Kruczek was 
considered a talented offensive coordinator. However, since he was 
very much out of the spotlight, questions were raised as to whether 
he had the personality to take over such a highly visible position. 
"I didn't really know how he would do from a public relations 
standpoint, making speeches and travelling around and visiting 
with people," Sloan said. "But, it became pretty apparent during 
the spring that he was an excellent speaker, he had good work 
ethic, his organizational skills were very good, his leadership was 
excellent within the team structure, his control of the team was 
good. So, some of these things were pleasantly surprising to us 
being that he had ·never been asked to do these things before," 
Sloan said. "We're pleased that Dr.Hitt has been able to secure a 
waiver to make him the head coach." 
Hitt has also been very impressed by Kruczek, with the greatest 
indication being this vote of confidence. 
"Mike Kruczek is fully deserving of the permanent head-coach-
ing position on the s~ength of his personal qualities and his per-
formance on and off the field," Hitt said. "Quite apart from the 
exceptional record of his team, I have been impressed with the way 
Mike has engaged the community in support of the Golden ~ights 
and his sensitivity to the development of his players both as stu-
dents and athletes. Mike has won my confidence, and he has 
earned respect for his leadership among coaches and players." 
Of course, Kruczek'~ star pupil, Daunte Culpepper, wanted no 
part of the credit, taking his usual humble approach. 
"I have nothing to do with this. This is all him and his great 
work. He's such a great coach. He really deserves it and he's the 
best man for the job," Culpepper said. 
The best man for the job has won out and UCF is a better place 
for it. As for Kruczek, he'll coqtinue to coach with the same vigor 
he had when he was an interim coach, except there's an added air 
of accomplishment. -
"I have had a lot of great things happen in my life, playing pro-
fessional football and being involved with a lot of great people,"· 
~uczek said. "This is the single greatest accomplishment in my 
hfe. It wasn't playing professional football, wasn't playing a hand-
ful of games because I wasn't a great football player, and it wasn't 
winning Super Bowls because that's a team deal. This is a great 
accomplishment as far as I'm concerned. I honestly believe that I 
can be a determining factor in this thing getting to where it needs 
to get to and I want to be a part of it." 
Future File Photo 
Coach Mike Kruczek has led UCF to its best start in school his-
tory and may lead the Knights to a bowl appearance. 
---~---....,,.,.,...__,.---~- - ----- -
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At. Convergys Corporation, we make it easy to utilize your talents in a career you 
en1oy. As a leading provider of outsourced billing and customer management 
solutions} Convergys has developed a state-ofthe-art training and skills development 
program for all of its employees. You'll learn up-to-date skills, and yo1lll build a 
care~r with a ~ompany that's really on the move! Bring your talents and let Convergys 
provide you wzth the opportunity of success I 
Technical Support Reps 
The successful candidate will be responsible for providing hardware support on CD's, 
modems, video cards and hard drives as well as providmg software support on the 
leading desktop applications(Windows 95, DOS, Windows 3.x). Requirements are a 
high school diploma or equivalent and full-time employees receive a full benefits 
package. These positions are located in the Heathrow/Lake Mary area. , 
These positions also off er: 
I • $200 SIGN -ON BONUS I 
• Flexible full-time, part-time, evening and weekend schedules 
• Business Casual work environment 
If you're interested in a career with our growing company, please mail or fax resume to: 
2301 Maitland Center Pkwy., Bldg. 200, 4th Floor South, Maitland, FL 32751. 
FAX: 407-667-5024. E-mail: melinda.green@convergys.com WALK-INS ARE 
ALSO ACCEPTED MON.-THURS., 10am-4pmONLY. Drug-Free/Smoke-Free 
Workplace. EOEM/F/DN. 
-vvvFW. convergys. corn 
,/University 
e21 south · sem JPfdlEr "' , 
Call Kaft~ '.Van Vida witfl~~stJorm .. {~~~-6383 
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Prayers go unanswered 
as Golden Knights fall 
By JASON HEIRONIMUS 
Opinion Editor 
is: KNIGHTS WIN! KNIGHTS 
WIN! That's right. Don't talk to 
me about the most heartbreaking 
"Please God. Please, please, loss in Central Florida history, as 
please plleaaaase God! Let us far as I am concerned, we won 6-
escape with a win. I swear that I 3. So maybe it wasn't an offensive 
will never say your name in vain shoot-out, I don't care, we won! 
again, or eat too much pork, or j- For the sake of the column, I will 
walk, or go down to OBT and ... " I -return to the real world. And in the 
think that's just about enough. real world our hopes of defeating 
That is what I and a whole lot of one of the most respected pro-
UCF fans were saying to them- grams in the history of college 
selves in the waning moments of football was ruined in the span of 
the UCF-Auburn game. Prayers a few seconds. But first I must 
were being petitioned, favors were mention the UCF fans that were 
being asked. able to make the trek up to Auburn 
But, in the end, it was all for for the game. The UCF section 
nothing. We saw our ·dreams, our was the loudest, most raucous sec-
prayers1 and our favors all go tion in the stadium. I wasn't lucky · 
down the drain with a last dit<;h enough to sit there, but from afar it 
short pass by Auburn that was con- seemed as if the· UCF fan{ were 
verted into a touchdown. It was really helping out the guys on the 
the closest that I have ever come to - fi~ld. The louder we ~heere'd, . the 
crying over a spor~ing~ event. With ·more pumped up our •players 
what turned out to be a very long · · bec~me. It was really great to see 
50 seconds left on the clock, UCF UCF fans out-cheering the Auburn 
clung to a three point lead. We fans. 
were so close to the biggest victo- My trip to Auburn was an inter.., . 
ry in UCF history that I could taste esting one. After the game I was 
it, literally. But alas, we must set- able to hang out at a post-game 
tle for another "moral victory". party that was 95% rabid Auburn 
Well, you know what? I refuse to fans. With my UCF hat proudly 
settle for another "moral victory"! perched atop· my head I wondered 
I hate "moral victories". UCF has around the party, waiting for 
so many "moral victories" they Auburn fans to laugh in my face. 
practically equal our real victories, However, I was greatly surprised 
you know, the ones where we end to discover that Auburn fans are 
up with more points than the some of the most gracious fans in 
opposing team, thus resulting in a the nation. They had won their 
win. I am in absolute, complete homecoming game in dramatic 
denial. Shortly after the game my fashion and yet were very good 
friend and I were so depressed winners. I know that if UCF had 
about the loss that we decided to won I wouldn't of been the best 
create our own reality. Our reality winner in the world. My elation 
would have turned into jubilation 
and I'm not sure that would have 
been the best attitude under the 
circumstances. 
I received so many compliments 
about our football team and basi-
cally e".eryone agreed that UCF 
should have won, and that Auburn 
really didn't deserve to win. As I 
received all this praise for my 
team, as if I have anything to do 
with their accomplishments on the 
football field, I was beaming. I felt 
the pride of a father whose son had 
just accomplished something 
grand. And yet at the same time I 
was greatly disappointed for our 
players. It was as if the gods did 
eyerything i~ their power to keep 
us from winning. We were so close 
so many times to sealing the win, 
but it always escaped by the n,;rr-
rowest of margii:is: 
·: ~ We will~ get our big win some-
~,..' ' J '~ ', ., ~ 
day; it is· JUSt unfortunate that we 
couldn't have done it with Daunte 
Culpepper at the helm. For now, 
however, we are going to have to 
settle for perhaps the greatest sea-
son in UCF history. That is rio 
small feat in itself. We should be 
extremely proud of our team and 
our fans. But we must remember 
that we still;! have two games to 
go. And I hope that UCF would 
play these next two games with 
such reckless abandon that we 
would have to be invited to a 
bowl. With every down played the 
Auburn game should stay fresh in 
our memories. Because you know 
what they say about paybacks, and 
I am confident that eventually we 
are going to get ours. 
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A little common sense! 
.;, Iju~tfinished reading the November 4, 1998 issue of the 
,.f' Future and wanted to let you in a few of my opinions. The 
fjr§l i~ i"Q, regards to a write up in Campus Crime. The 
if: woman who had her wallet stolen while using the phone in 
if@llie;,,Libt;'ary indirectly deserved to lose her belonging,$. /[~ 
<+~don}tknow whether she missed the large sign at the · 
entrance to the Library that states, "Do not leave bags, 
purses, etc unattended," or she just had faith in her fellow 
@; stµdents. Why would C1.nyone leave their wallet, purse, 
books and a ring on a table in the Library for twenty min-
utes while they used the telephone? 
Granted stealing is wrong, but this lady should have left 
•, a sign on the desk saying "I am going to be gone for twen-
ty minutes and I expect for someone to steal everything_ on 
this desk." I feel sorry for people like this lady. She invit-
ed someone to take advantage of her. . 
I.have another response to a write up in the Letters to the 
·Editor section. I want to put my support behind the UCF 
Women's Rugby Club. I am a member of the UCF Men's 
Crew Club and I understand where these women are com~ 
ing from. I am not sure about the rugby club, but as a 
rower at UCF, I receive no benefits from the university. 
.. We pay dues to row and we are required to drive to m,apy 
j}~\'of our~ races,.transportation isn't even provided. 'the, t1°W' 
{~. Athletic Department may not view either of thes,e dub~ as 
· 't}s, but ask anyone involved and they will tell ypu tbe , 
· !£~ ~d hard work they put forward. ,Why,Jniti~t~.i~~i l~ :ri~w sport .to meet Title IX requiremt1nt~ wpe''!i> ·~~· 
~f~~ve a\'ery successful club that has, alr~~dy. '' 
· · \f.pr our university? Many students aren't a . 
a~ a rugby or a crew club. As am.en(,~ . 
fltiwill never se,~ c;:rew recognized as:a; 
rful Athletic Department, but I am keep'_ 
s:sed for Women's Rugby. They deserv~ 
,cholarships just as much as the next;,:S 
iner or bowler does! 
or email us at editor@UCFfuture.com 
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CELLULAR SPRINT PCS 
THE .SPRINT PCS ALL-NIGHTER PLAN 
a n d t h e o n I y p h o n e y o u ' I I n e e d i n c o I I e g e. 
Stop by your local Sprint PCS Center and sign up for our $24.99 "all-nighter" 
plan. It comes with a total of 5 70 clear minutes a month. And just 
think, you won't have to share a phone with your roommate. 
• You'll get 70 minutes to use anytiine, plus 500 free night 
and weekend minutes until the year 2000. 
• Long distance is just 10¢ a minute. 
• Voicemail, Caller ID, Call Waiting and First Incoming 
Minute are free. 
•· Only Sprint PCS built an all-digital nationwide network 
from the ground up for a new level of clarity. 
So hear the difference for yourself. Today. 
The c I ea r a It er native to c e II u I a r~M Sprint Pcs· 
To find out more or to order your phone, call 1~800-480-4PCS, visitwww.sprintpcs.com or stop by one of the locations below: 
Sprint PCS Center: 
5024 East Colonial 
Orlando, FL 32803 
407-228-6400 
Available at 
Sprint Sales Office: 
630 North Wymore Rd., Suite 300 
Maitland, FL 32751 
407-622-4100 
Sprint Communications Store: 
1359 Vine St. 
Kissimmee, FL 34744 
407-390-8000 
!!1Rf17 CAMERA 
t::\ The Sprint Store At 
~ RadioShack. 
69 convenient locations 
Offi:r may be combined with Sprint residential loog-<listance promotions and may ace be used in conjunction with ccroiin odier_promotioos, discounts and conteStS. $24.99 per Month tate plan indl.Jd<s 70 local minun:s a mooth good anytime, and 500 minutes a month robe used nighos and weemw. $24.99 O!rer v.Wd on Sprint PCS 
l'IXllles"' pwdiased oo or afu:r August 5, 1998. Limired-tlme airer. Calls that begin in one Gllling period and .00 in aaocher calling period will be cbargtd in cheir enrirery ac dK! initial Gllling pmod mtt. For rusroroecs who acciv= !n'lice on identified service plans, rares will be valid until the year 2000. Ofkr may not be continuously 
available it service is ~ or other service changes are requested by rustomer. Customer rouse meet aedit ~ for !n'lice ~on on identified !n'lice P!-'1- Service requires ~ pbooe rompotible with the Sprint PCS Necwodc. All-nighter ~ vary by market. Please confirm your All-nigluer houts with a looJ Spriru: PCS 
representlltivc. Add an ad<liaonal 10 cents per nunure fur loog-<listance charges. Airtime charges apply when acccssmg Vo1cemail fiom your Spnnc PCS Phooe. Offi:r subject to wuhdrawal w11:bout nooa:. The Etrh A Sketch• product name and the coofiguracion of the Ett:b A Slcmh• produce are registered tradematks OWlled by The Ohio 
Arc Company. e 1998 Sprint Spectrum LP. All rights reserved. Sprinr, Sprim PCS, Sprim Personal Communication Services and che diaroood logo are registered !n'lice marlcs of Sprint Communicacioas Company, LP., used under license. Sprint PCS is a ttademark of Sprint Communications Company, LP., used under license. 
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Fly above the flu by getting vaccinated 
By CHRISTINE BRYANT 
College Press Exchange 
ATHENS, Ohio (CPX)- Get over your fear 
of needles because this is no time of year for 
students - or anyone else for that matter - tp 
get stuck with the flu, health professionals 
say. 
After all, who wants to trudge through final 
exams with a fever, sore throat and chills? 
And what good are all the cool things about 
winter - the parties, snow flakes, sleigh rides 
and fuzzy sweaters - if you' re trapped in bed, 
unable to enjoy them? 
While a flu shot won't guarantee that you 
ace your finals, it will help keep your winter 
merry and bright, said Marlyn Weisenbach, 
an occupational health nurse at Ohio 
University's Hudson Health Center. 
"Otherwise, if you do get the flu, it will 
take at least two weeks out of your quarter 
(or semester)," she said. 
Influenza, contracted each year by 10 per-
cent to 20 percent of the population, is a 
highly contagious respiratory infection with 
a variety of symptoms, including fever, 
chills, headache, a dry cough, mµscle aches, 
a sore throat and a runny or stuffy nose. 
While many folks simply head to bed with 
hopes that the illness will run its course 
quickly, quite a few never bounce back. At 
least 45,000 Americans die each year from 
influenza or resulting forms of pneumonia -
making the flu the sixth leading cause of 
death in the United States. 
Campuses across the country are off~ring 
to· students flu shots at cheap rates. At Ohio 
University, for example, a vaccination costs 
only $6. Getting a shot is as simple as sched-
uling an appointment at the student health 
center. The process takes only a few minutes. 
Weisenbach and other health care profes-
sionals say students should ·try to get vacci-
nated this month because the flu's peak sea-
·.·· ... ~ o:\ \~ 
" . 
son is in December and January. 
''I'm definitely going to get one because I 
used to get the flu every winter when I was 
younger," said Jill Musguire, a journalism 
major at Ohio University. "But I started to 
get these shots two years ago, and I haven't 
gotten the flu .since." 
Then there are those folks - much like Ohio 
freshman Jack Gravelle - who say they're 
not getting a shot no matter what disaster 
they may avert. 
"I don't like shots," Gravelle said. "I would 
just rather get the flu than someone stick a 
needle in me with something that might not 
work for sure." 
While there's no guaranteed way to prevent 
· the flu, people can do several things aside 
from getting a vaccine to keep it - and many 
other sicknesses at bay, doctors say. Among 
them: 
•"Wash your hands. Wash your hands. 
Wash your hands," said Dr. Paul Flaherty, an 
The Premier Shopper Club 
Kicks Off Fal I 
at .Oviedo Marketplace . 
· 20%'<'ff with valid 
. tlCF' student l.D. ;' 
· <.;etta.i.!l. re$~r~;tion$ 
HERE'S SOMETHING FOR STUDENTS TO CHEER ABOUT! Because we' re 
a fan of yours, we want you to join the Premier Shopper Club and stretch your 
budget by getting incredible deals on everything from the latest fashions to the 
finest furnishings. Every store at Oviedo Marketplace - from University Surf & 
Sport to Gadzooks, Pacific Sunwear to Bugle Boy - is suited up for the season. 
Also check out our newest recruits - Ann Taylor Loft, Living Quarters, 
· ap'ply, plea$e.see 
store for d~tails~ 
Chamberlin's Market & Cafe and Barnes & Noble 
Book Sellers. Oviedo Marketplace is ready and 
set for fall. So rush in, and see what's in store . 
oviedo 
marte tplace 
Dillard'>; Goyfors; Bed, Both & Beyond; F Y.E. (for Your Enterlommcnt); Footlocker Super Store: Somes & Noble; Cho Cho Coconuts and Chombarlin's Market & Cole. 
Ccovoniently located oil The Central Florido Grccnewoy ol Red Bug lake Rood. 407-977-2400. Owned and Managed by an Affiliole of ' lllE IKll.'SE('()~ll!\NY. 
infectious disease specialist at the University 
of Chicago. People often fall prey to illness 
when they put their hands into their mouth, 
nose or eyes after picking up germs from 
innumerable places - such as doorknobs, toi-
lets and phone receivers. If you must fuss 
with your face, clean hands are better than 
dirty ones. 
•Remember to cover your nose and mouth 
when you cough or sneeze - and ask others to 
do the same. "But don't cough into the palm 
of your hand and then shake someone else's 
or tum a door knob," Flaherty said. "Cough 
or sneeze into the crook of your arm" if a tis-
sue isn't handy. 
•Get some sleep. The body's natural 
defenses are worn down when you are worn 
out. 
•Avoid sharing utensils or drinking from 
the same container. 
• Persistently seek medical treatment if 
your symptoms get worse. 
The American Cancer Society's 
AMERICAN 
v=J 
Provjding answers. 
Saving Jives. 
1 ·800-ACS-2345 
c Cut lld tDcco 
H HoMlhe lat 
0 Only moderate use ol ~cohol, n at all 
I 11rem fruits, vegetables 1d rail 
C C~I yo1 icll 11 •checkups f fxel'clse HY day 
S Salegufd Y• s~n from the sun . , 
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Sandler kicks a field goal 
By CORBETT TRUBEY 
Entertainment Editor 
Adam who? 
After this 
week that' 11 
probably be 
the last thing, ~~!!~111~""1! 
you hear after 
Sandler's latest 
comedy, The Waterboy , does some dam-
age to the box office. Once again, the 
SNL alumni (one of the few who is suc-
cessful and alive) has taken taken one of 
his characters to the big screen and 
scores ... well, almost. 
funny, either. 
The Waterboy is a crowd pleaser, plain 
and simple. In taking an American past 
time and combining it with some very 
predictable turns, a good cast, and neat 
morphing effects (always a good atten-
tion-getter), Sandler has created a come-
dy for his biggest audience yet. While 
Billy Madison, Happy Gilmore, and The 
Wedding Singer all had fairly simple 
plots in very off-kilter situations, both 
elements have compromised, and The 
Waterboy. emerges as a less creative pro-
ject that still showcases Sandler but sac-
rifices the lunacy of his previous works. 
Sandler plays Bobby Boucher, a 31-old-
man that was 'born on the bayou' and 
raised by his over controlling and road-
kill cooking Mama (Kathy Bates). After 
losing his position as the waterboy for a 
college team that would rather beat the 
crud out of him than drink his purified 
H20, Bobby becomes the new waterboy 
for a losing team run by the mentally 
unstable Coach Klein (Henry Winkler). 
After a sudden release of repressed anger 
has Bobby sacking a player, Klein sees 
potential in the soft-spoken waterboy and 
convinces him to play for the team. 
What follows is pretty predictable, but 
throughout the movie we're treated to the 
sick and surreal humor that has kept 
Adam Sandler's popularity growing over 
the course of his short film career (not to 
mention his albums, which -takes his 
jokes to more x-rated grounds). Bobby 
ability to perform an efficient job as 
Special to the Future 
Bobby Boucher gets the daily .treatment from an ungrateful player, one that might 
cost his team a win or two in the comedy The Waterboy. 
Adam Sandler has already proven him-
self to be a gifted comedian and actor, 
and The Waterboy will make it official. 
Bobby BQucher experiences the full spec-
trum of emotions from start to finish that 
are all conveyed by Sandler with a charm 
that can't be denied. But he's not alone. 
Henry Winkler' s turn as Coach Klein 
almost steals the show, and Kathy Bates' 
turn as Mama, although usually forced to 
carry most of the lame jokes, keep the 
energy level high. Even Fairuza Balk gets 
props as Bobby's criminal girlfriend 
Vicki. You won't find one normal or 
badly acted character in.the whole thing. 
It's best not to give away too much of 
the script because some moments will 
surely leave you laughing out loud or 
cheering (whichever comes first). The 
crowds will be definitely going wild over 
The Waterboy, but if you're a fan of 
Sandler, you might leave the theater with 
your thirst a little less quenched. 
waterboy is accented by the orderly 
arrangement of cups and his obsession 
with keeping the water as drinkable as 
possible. The college he lands his new 
job at is peppered with dumb southern 
football players slurring every other w9rd 
and cheerleaders who spend their time on 
the sideline playing drinking games. And 
even though the jokes are directed at the 
South (which, by the way, we live in), 
they never cross the boundaries of stereo-
types .. But they all aren't necessarily 
You' re Invited to a 
FREE College Premiere Screening of 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: 
$1.50 Bud and Bud Light bottles. 
TUESDAY NIGHT LlvE: 
$ 2 Coronas from 9-11 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY: So_uthPark night 
$1 SouthPaw longnecks from 9-11 p.m. 
TmmspAY: Killians night 
$ 2 Killians pints from 8-10 p.m. 
FRIDAY: All u Can Drink 
$5 all you can drink Red Dog from 7-9 p.m. 
Join us every Sunday for All you 
Can -Eat Wings for only $5.99! 
Locos is a proud sponsor of UCF's Homecoming! 
282-1900 • Fax 282-1905 • Located in the UCF Student Union 
THINGS 
www.verybadthings.com 
Wednesdav, November 18th 
Opens in Theaters November 25th Everywhere! 
Brought to you by 
I 
1-BOO~COLLECT 
U's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves:· 
----------------------, I 1·800-COLLECT Dares You to Win the phone from the set I 
I of VERY BAD THINGS and a 1 ·800-COLLECT call to I 
1 the movie's director Peter Berg! Log -onto www.1800collect.com to enter to WIN! I 
I No purchase nmssary. Open to students entrolled in 2-,.ear and 4-year colleges. 16 or older. Void in FL and where I I prohibited. For Official Rules, send SASE to Rules, P.O. Box 5331, Blair, NE 68009-5331. Sweepstakes ends 12/16/98. - 1 
----------------------9:0DPIU @ Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom 
Free passes available in the Student Union, 
Room 215, Student Activities. · 
Passes required. Seating is limited 
and not guaranteed. Please arrive early. 
' ' I .11.l ll i ll 
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AT&T Wireless Career Fairs· Please ATTEND!! 
Part time and Full time opportunities ... 
November 12th: 9·12 noon, Marriott Courtyard· 12000 Collegiate Way 
....-.., . 
............... 
~-AT&T 
THE tM?tOVMENT PEOl'lE 
UNIVERSITY of CENTRAL FLORIDA's 
DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION 
SERVICES 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT 
CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE 
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER ROOM 155B 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM .. 5PM 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/ --mediate 
Mediation is a confidential process whereby two or more parties 
voluntarily meet to reach their own . ,. . · 
agreement with the assistance of a ··· 
mediator. This service is available /~t\ ,.,.. 
to tlle University community and 
is encouraged for those who have 
been unsuccessful in resolving 
their differrences. 
* CONFIDENTIAL * 
* VOLUNTARY * 
* FREE OF CHARGE * 
Funding provided by UCF's Divi9ion of 
Student Development & Enrollment Services 
Ear Insurance. 
Immediate coueraqe 
and low monthly 
~ayments. 
Why waste time shopping for car insurance? 
Call GEICO for affordable rates and great service! 
+ Low down-payment 
+ Monthly payment plan 
+ Money-saving discounts 
+ 24-hour claim service 
+Immediate coverage 
+ Free rate quote 
Call today or stop by our local nffice: 
1660 Lee Road • Winter Park 
645-1488 
GEICQ 
DIRECT 
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Bloodsucking 101 
Special to the Future 
James Woods leads a crew of hunters out for to whip some ghoulish butt in John Carpenter's 
Vampires. 
By FOREST CRUMPLER 
Staff Writer 
Monsters aren't real. .... are 
they? In John Carpenter's 
Vampires, monsters, particular-
ly those most classic bloodsuck-
ers, are very real. They live in 
small groups and move around 
constantly so as not to be· 
noticed by humans. The only 
problem is that some humans 
know about them, and they are 
on the hunt. One of these 
hunters is Jack Crow, played by 
James Woods, and his team of 
Vatican sponsored slayers. 
This movie is not too hard to 
figure out; its a vampire movie 
plain and simple. There are no 
romantic European heartthrob 
vampires struggling to find their 
inner goodness, and likewise, 
there are no hipster generation-
X vampire punks who run the 
underworld. However, what this 
story does have is a lot of 
undead creatures killing the liv-
ing, and a few 
living who kill 
the undead. The 
basic storyline 
revolves around 
the slayer, Crow, 
and his crusade 
against vampires. Vampires is a 
movie about a slayer who kills 
vampires, and it doesn't waste 
time with all that .pesky charac-
ter development or story back-
ground, and ironically it really 
doesn't require much of it. 
After disposing of a nest of 
vampires in New Mexico, the 
team of slayers is massacred by 
the master vampire leaving only 
Jack Crow and his teammate 
Tony Montoya (Daniel 
Baldwin) alive. Jack discovers 
that this vampire, 
Valek(Thomas Ian Griffith), is 
the oldest of his kind, and the 
originator of the "disease." 
While running from Valek, the 
slayers pick up a hooker who 
was bitten by the master and 
becomes psychically 
linked to him. After 
recouping losses 
with the addition of 
father Adam (Tim 
Guinee), the group 
attempts to destroy 
the most powerful vampire. 
Vampires is set in the waste-
lands of the southwest and takes 
on a very 'old west' flavor 
which adds to the film and defi-
nitely sets the Wild Bunch feel. 
Also adding to the movie is 
. James Woods, who is a very . 
versatile actor, and pulls off the 
common manis bad ass. The 
main key to enj_oying this 
movie, is to have the right mind-
set. It is not a deep feeling 
drama that shows you the char-
acter from an emotional stand-
point, it's an action flick. If you 
want to see good action and lots 
of killing then this film really 
delivers. You may be disap-
pointed if you are expecting dif-
ferent. 
·. COMING SOON ••• 
~s a free service to the UCF CotittMura~ 
'the Cetttral Florida Future, proudly askS 
you to CHECK YOUR HEAP every week 
··with Pr. Paphrae. Spill your guts oralirae ara~ 
· let opr local probletM solver whip sotite 
cotittMOt1 serase irato your head. No ques-
tiora too big or too st1tall, arad raatites will 
be withheld. Let it all out and set1d it to 
PrPaphrae@hott\tail.cotM arad harag ira 
there ... the Poc"'ll be in soot1. 
LIVE mJSIC WITH 
'DEREK AND THE SLAM'AERS' 
TAILGATE EARLY 
AT TINKER FIELD! -
(RIGITT NEXT 10 THE QTRUS ~O'MJ 
COMmE ~ YOOR FRIENDS! 
I GIANT SLIOE 
I HUMAN FOOS~ALL 
I JOUST. GAMES 
FREE 
ADMISSION! 
{TO FAN FAIR)-
Hey, all you Knights Fans ... Be a part of the UCF pre-game PARlY OF THE YEAR! 
Join together to cheer on the KNIGHTS when they meet the CARDINALS 
· for the biggest HOMECOMING CELEBRATION ever .at the Citrus Bowl on 
Saturday, November 14th 
Fan Fair starts ·at 1 pm and goes until kick-off! . 
Brought to you by ... 
UiF . . 740 ""-n~~=,~ . <:tr£ WI~ ALUMNI Jl00-3fM .... 
• 
.~ 
,t-
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Juliana Hatfield 
Bed 
(Zoe Records) 
Well, there goes forty-five min-
utes of my life that I'll never get 
back. I'm n~t saying that Juliana 
Hatfield's latest CD, Bed, is an awful 
album. I'm just noting that it's a blah 
album. There isn't much substance to 
the ten selections in Bed. There is 
some evidence of anger a la Alanis 
Morrisette, and it is true that Hatfield 
doe~ predate Alanis' entry into the 
pop world. But Bed just lingers there, 
distant and unappealing. It can only 
be described as 'passively pissed.' 
Throughout the album, I kept expec't-
ing something to happen, something 
that would lift Bed out of the apa-
thetic muck that it was slogging 
through. I gave up hope by the 
halfway point. I wish that I could sin-
gle out a selection that stood out 
among the uniform selections. 
Unfortunately, there wasn't one to be 
found. If you want to find a better 
sample in the 'angry young woman' 
genre, find a copy of Jagged Little 
Pill. If you already have a copy of 
Jagged Little Pill...um .. .listen to it 
again. It would be a more productive 
undertaking. 
-B.W. Earl 
Pete Roel< 
Soul Survivor 
(Loud/RCA) 
www.loud.com 
Pete Rock was once the DJ half of 
Peter Rock and C.L. Smooth. As an 
authoritative hip hop voice makes 
clear before track 9, "Pete Rock put 
the music in the forefront." Not the 
first or the only early DJ to fuse 
rhythms of James Brown and Herbie 
Hancock with the lyrical MC, but 
certainly one of the more radio 
friendly. His prolific and stylish 
beats are on fine display. Every track 
features a different hip hop star, run-
ning the gamut from hardcore pseudo 
gangbangers (Noreaga) to the horror 
funk of various Wu Tang luminaries 
(Method Man, Raekwon, Ghostface 
Killah). The first single, to be 
released soon, features Method Man 
at his respectable best, listing 
"suckas" and claiming "the power of -
the media shower" in perfect harmo-
ny with Pete Rock's looped harp 
sample-maddening. Two tracks later 
the Wu Tang Clan represents once 
again with the most memorable lyric 
of the entire album, "Prohibition got 
my whole block pissin' Chr_istian." 
Whi!e by the time C.L Smooth is 
reunited with Pete Rock, the album 
has deviated into the trite and misog-
ynistic, as "bitches" are rapped about 
by minor MC celebrities, and 
Smooth's lyrical expressions are ·a 
welcome reprieve. Also worth not-
ing is the sensuous cover art depict-
ing a pick adorned afro of an impos-
ing soul brotha by Ola Kudu. More 
than worthy of your attention, if only 
for the respect Pete Rock has earned 
from the hip hop MC's presented 
here. 
-Marcel Spindae 
Various Artists 
Red Hot + Rhapsody: 
The Gershwin Groove 
(Red Hot Records) 
George Gershwin made one of the 
greatest imp!icts in the American 
musical scene of the early 20th cen-
tury. With his brother Ira, George 
created some of the most memorable 
music of the era, whether the medi-
um be the Broadway stage, the silver 
screen, or over the airwaves. 
"Rhapsody in Blue," "Summertime," 
"Someone to Watch Over Me," "Nice 
Work If You Could Get It:'' all came 
from the same creative team. It 
would be a hard task to do justice to 
the Gershwins' classics, but Red Hot 
Records was able to do just that. Red 
Hot + Rhapsody is the best compila-
tion of one artist/group's work since 
the Midnight in the Garden of Good 
and Evil soundtrack made Johnny 
Mercer's tunes shine. Both renditions 
of "Summertime" work wonders in 
their own separate ways: Morcheeba 
+ Hubert Laws' version is seductive, 
whereas Bobby Womack + The 
Roots' reworking modernizes the old 
favorite into a mix that flat out rocks. 
Clark Terry turns in a spoofy but 
nonetheless cool version of "Let's 
Call the Whole Thing Off." 
"Rhapsody in Blue" (you will proba-
bly remember it best as the music for 
the Delta Air Lines ads) is given an 
eerie update by Skylab. But Red Hot 
saves the best for last, as David 
Bowie and Angelo Badalamenti (of 
Twin Peaks and Lost Highway lore) 
add their singular style to "A Foggy 
Day in London Town.') The overall 
effect is . bizarre yet undeniably 
romantic. To put it in a few words, 
compilations don't get much better 
than this. 
-B.W. Earl 
Wagon Christ 
Tally Ho! 
(Astralwerks) 
Although Wagon Christ, aka Luke 
Vibert, aka Plug, hails from drum and 
bass monarchy of England, the name 
of his second W.C. album is a 
'homage to the local party .sounds 
emanating from the Alafaya neigh-
borhood of Fox Hunt Lanes. Tally 
Ho Avenue is known for its after 
hours bedroom chillout sessions and 
the morning-after tumble weeds of 
trash crowding the streets as its resi-
dents make their way to 8a.m. 
Monday morning classes. Wagon 
Christ, looking for an aural equiva-
lent to the moods and sights of Tally 
Ho Avenue, has taken the gradual 
route on his second major label 
album. Making no false turns, insur-
ing that the hi fi remain steady and 
consistent, the highlights of the 
album pace like a middle distance 
runner. Titles here are highly indica-
tive of the hip hop meets drum and 
bass sound on the irtner realm of the 
tracks, "Fly Swat" begins with a chil-
dren's chant of the alphabet and 
enters the last perilous moments of a 
fly's life, conveying the sensibilities 
and sounds of the ensuing buzz and 
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burst. Ever the sympathetic synth-
meister, Vibert's trajectory .enlarges 
to convey the interstellar stargazing 
which the Tallyho crew are known 
around campus for. Smooth breaks 
ensue for most of the album, making 
handy use of Martin Denny exotica 
loops throughout the album ( espe-
cially on "Piano Playa Hata," 
"Rendleshack," "Lovely," and "My 
Organ In your face") . As the night 
begins to reach morning break, Tally 
Ho! enters its most magical stage, 
concluding tracks 7-13 are as charm-
ing and comical as your Fox Hunt 
hosts. Enter the sonically demented 
realm of Luke Vibert as a diversion 
to the played out party drones. 
-Marcel Spindae 
Horace 
Silver Trio 1 57-'58 
(Blue Note) 
Horace Silver doesn't have the 
iconic significance of Duke Ellington 
or Charlie Parker. Maybe he should. I 
can't entertain the rhought in this 
context; music criticism is impres-
sionistic. My seminal effort for this 
paper, an inane collaboration with 
Marcel on the Voodoo Glow Skulls 
(produced in mutual drunken stu-
pors), attempted to parody this state 
of affairs. I offer a more congenial 
way of selling out, cash-value 
impressionism: If you want to 
impress a young vegetable victim, try 
playing her a little Horace Silver 
while feeding her some trash from 
the liner notes and humming along to 
Ecaroh. If your attempts to take 
advantage of Jenny aren't facilitated 
by these intimations of culture, make 
her walk home, curl up with a 
Schlitz, and listen to "Prelude to a 
Kiss" on repeat. And who knows, 
you may eventually enjoy this 
anachronistic(?) music; Virtue is 
habitual. Taking the presence of Art 
Blakey as a given, what I like about 
this album: The young pianist's 
hotchpotch of jazz, blues and latin 
phrases, most notable on "Safari," is 
a little clumsy but so full of trying 
and chance genius (like losing your 
virginity), that to disregard it would 
be to miss something complex and 
imperfect enough to deserve the des-
ignation "real.'' 
- Jonathan Price 
tvt!l.lt~ "MR. HES.PER" 
110"1'D YOV 1.11(£ M.Y COVRSHI 
~A._ "' ~AY XTll 
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CHECK US OUT O~l.1~£1 
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Lead Stories 
•Questionable Judgment: In September, a Tennessee 
appeals court rejected a woman's challenge to a child 
custody ruling that she said endangers·her 12-year-old 
son. Wrote the court, "Record does not support find-
ing that unsupervised visitation with husband puts 
child in danger. (T)here is not one whisper of anything 
improper in (the father-son) relationship," the judges 
reassured her, "except for 'butt-facing' incidents (one 
participant is held down and another participant pulls 
down his pants and squats down with his bare bottom 
on other's face)." 
•According to a Times of London report in October, 
45 people (celebrities and prominent executives) have 
had low-power microchips surgically implanted in 
their bodies in order to make it easier for police to 
track them by global satellite in the event they are kid-
napped. The Sky-Eye chip, made by the Gen-Etics 
company, consists of organic and synthetic fibers that 
are powered by the body's own neurophysiological 
energy. 
•In October, ninth-grader/Wiccan Jamie Schoonover 
w.as suspended for a day from Southwestern High in 
Baltimore when a classmate said Schoonover hexed 
her. Schoonover had marked through the classmate's 
name on a wall, and since Schoonover dresses witch-
like, the classmate became hysterical that something 
very bad was about to happen to her. Schoonover's 
parent, Colleen Harper, said not to worry, that her 
daughter was too young to hex effectively. Harper_ 
only recently became Schoonover's mom, after hor-
mone treatments; previously, she was Schoonover's 
father. 
House of Lords Babylon 
In September, the 10th Lord Hardwi~ke (Joseph 
Phillip Sebastian Yorke) was suspended by Britain's 
House of Lords after it was reported that he tried to 
sell cocaine to a newspaper reporter. Several days 
before that, Lord Dunleath reported in a floor speech 
in the House that he had discovered photos of naked 
·young men on the Lords' Web site and that he wasn't 
sure what to do about that. 
Most Dangerous Politicians 
Albuquerque, N.M., county assessor David Kirk 
Anderson told reporters in September that he would 
serve out his 1998 term rather than resign. He had just 
been arrested for roughing up his girlfriend, which 
was the sixth domestic-abuse charge filed against him , 
since 1992. And The Washington Post reported in 
October that D.C. city council candidate Mark 
Thompson was serving two years' probation for 
domestic assault, having been accused by his wife in 
1996 court papers of beating her several dozen times 
during her 1992 pregnancy and bloodying her lip 
three weeks after he attended the 1996 Million Man 
March, which was aimed in part at reducing domestic 
violence. 
Most Visible Politicians 
In September, lawyer Paula Sage, 39, running for 
judge in Pottawatomie County, Okla., offered a 
$50,000 reward for evidence on who had distributed 
photos of her baring her breasts at a 1990 party. And 
in August, Councilwoman Marlane Carr, 68, of 
Eleanor, W.Va., was accused by two police offic-ers of 
sexually harassing them when she pulled up her 
sweater to flash the men. Carr said the officers were 
retaliating against her for public criticism of their job 
performance. 
Police Blotter 
•Police in New York City arrested seven people in. 
October whom they believe are the heart of a gang of 
burglars that has been plagui.ng the area for at least 15 
years, with their total number of crimes believed to be 
in the thousands. However, the gang appeared to be 
nearing retirement age: Four of the seven are in their 
50s, and one was arrested in his nursing home. 
•In October in Vero Beach, Fla., accused murderer 
Patrick Mcintyre, 26, claimed in a court motion that 
he was tricked into confessing and demanded that his 
statement be stricken. Mcintyre confessed to his 
mother, Molly, who was a Vero Beach police of;ficer 
at the time yet who failed to give him a Miranda warn-
ing. Molly said the warning wasn't required because 
she was talking to him not as a cop but as his mother, 
and furthermore, she said that acting as his mother 
meant she was eligible for the $5,000 reward for turn-
ing him in. 
•In August, the former chief of police of Palmerston, 
Ontario, Barry Moyle, received a suspended sentence 
on an assault charge. Moyle now works as an Elvis 
impersonator and has a stormy relationship with his 
victim, who is his sister and colleague, Shelley 
Moyle, who works as a Marilyn Monroe imperson-
ator. 
•In June, Valerie Nordstrom, 40, was convicted of 
improper driving and fined $35 after a Virginia state 
trooper stopped her for putting on makeup while dri-
ving during heavy morning rush-hour traffic on a 
rain-slicked highway. The trooper said he followed 
her for a mile and a half while she was "stretched for-
ward" so she could look at her face up close in the 
rear-view mirror. 
•Attachai Deesaraphan, 24, and two accomplices 
were arrested in June after robbing a restaurant in 
Bangkok in a incident that captured the city's fancy. 
According to diner-victims, Attachai shouted, "This is 
the IMF era (International Monetary Fund, which has 
become impo11ant to Thailand's failing economy). 
Give us your money now, and we'll pay it back later." 
Patrons burst out laughing and resumed watching the 
World Cup match on a big-screen TV, but then 
Attachai fired three gunshots into the ceiling to get 
their attention and completed the robbery. 
Least Competent Criminals 
Officials at a jail in Saluda, Va., said Denova Surles 
Rowe, 22, called several days after her boyfriend's 
arrest in August to tell them that the prosecutor had 
dropped the charges and that Rowe should be freed. 
Amused jailers said they would have to see the order 
on the prosecutor's letterhead. Two hours later, a fax 
arrived ordering the boyfriend released, written on an 
ordinary fax cover sheet with "York County 
Commonwealth Office" hand-written at the top, vari-
ous misspellings and grammatical atrocities in the 
message, and the fax sender ID as the phone number 
of a local office supply store that o~ffers fax service. 
Rowe was tracked down and arrested several days 
later. 
Recurring Themes 
News of the Weird has reported several times on' 
lucky victims of point-blank gunfire who were saved 
when the bullets were absorbed by a stack of coupons 
in the target's pocket or by a Bible in the hand, or 
deflected off of keys or a golf ball in the pocket. In 
September, Steve Mackins, 41, was shot in the stom-
ach by an unidentified man who pulled Mackins' 
truck over on a rural road near Kings Mountain, N.C. 
Mackins was taken to a hospital emergency room 
doubled over and grimacing, but doctors determined 
that the .25-caliber bullet had merely bounced off his 
belt buckle. 
Least justifiable Parenting 
Lima, Ohio, July: Jason Phipps, 22, pleaded guilty 
to smothering his 8-month-old daughter because she 
was crying while he was trying to watch Garth 
Brooks on TV. Brooklyn, N.Y., September: Anthony 
Smith, 35, was arrested and charged with drowning 
his daughter, 9, in the bathtub because she was taking 
too much time shampooing her hair. Houston, 
September: David Andrew Douglas, 49, was convict-
ed of strangling his granddaughter, 3, for licking the 
icing off of his cupcake. 
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, PO. Box 
8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or Weird@com-
puserve.com.) 
ACROSS 
1 Bird of the Nile 
5 Slangy denial 
9 Anwar of Egypt 
14 Painful cry 
15 Track shape 
16 Breathing 
17 Exercise device 
19 Bricklayer 
20 Automatons 
21 Jog one's memory 
22 Play on words 
23 Spoke and spoke 
24 Gore and 
D'Amato 
27 Bureaucratic 
complexity 
·30 Eureka! 
33 Winter vehicle 
35 Jug handles 
36 Edberg or Borg, 
e.g. 
38 Tippy craft 
40 Tuck's partner? 
41 Painful places 
42 Greek letter 
43 Hawaiian 
guitars, briefly 
45 Lubricates 
46 Label 
47 Armed with a 
certain sword 
50 To a_ (exactly) 
51 Ascend 
53 Pitcher's pride 
55 Power towers 
57 Khayyam work 
62 Superman 
portrayer 
63 Collection of 
related 
sentences 
64 Possible mirages 
65 Tops 
66 Otherwise 
67 Storage buildings 
68 Millstone 
69 See fit 
DOWN 
1 Small amount 
2 Set on fire 
3 Frosted 
4 Clearly detailed 
5 Election hopeful 
6 "Ars Amatoria" 
poet 
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7 Buddies 
8 Building extension 
9 Uniformity 
10 San Antonio 
shrine 
11 Cut from a will 
12 Stratford's river 
13 Look after 
18 Silently 
ill-humored 
21 Utter sharply 
23 Gravelly voiced 
speaker 
24 English track 
25 Andes animal 
26 Dakar populace 
28 Vienna's river 
29 Three-wheeler 
31 Astaire's sister 
32 "Siddhartha" 
author 
34 Fido or Rover 
37 Try to win over 
39 Simplicity 
44 Marine catch 
48 Dunderhead 
49 one's heels 
Solution on 
Page 17! 
52 Wandered 
54 Bogged down 
55 Paid players 
56 Slangy 
affirmative 
57 Downpour 
58 Language of 
Pakistan 
59 Noted drama 
school 
60 Church 
projection 
61 Those folk 
63 Arafat's grp. 
EARN UNIVERSITY CREDITS WHILE 
SURFING & STUDYING SPANISH! 
NOW REGISTERING! We offer a one-month intensive 
course to be held in San Jose, Costa Rica, with three-day-
weekend excursions to various surf spots and Pacific 
beaches. You will get 4, 8 or 12 college credits-
transferable to universities/colleges across the USA-for 
completing this 1- , 2- or 3-month course. You will stay with 
a local host family Sun. - Thurs. nights, and in beach 
hotels Fri. & Sat. nights. Surfing lessons are available as 
well!! Ask about our Jan.-March, 1999 special! 
Call 800-497-3422, 407-725-4809, or fax 407-725~7956, 
or e-mail wwsa@cape.net for more information. 
http://www. wwsurfingadventures. com 
~niversicy Writing Center 
''Because Writers Need Readers" 
Free to UCF undergraduates! 
We can help with anything you write: 
•:• Any subject 
•!• In or out of 
class 
•!• Any stage of the 
writing process 
For more information, call 823-2197 or visit our 
website: http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc 
( 
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-. R.E~M. heads -----· ~- ··--... ~ ..... _. ........ .. VYllCUV \.-11 I 
C L E A N E R s· 
30 WEST BROADWAY 
(407) 365-3 7 7 3 
ALAFAYA SQUARE 
SHOPPING CENTER 
(407) 366- 7 625 
On your nextS10.oo Dry"Cleaning order. 
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order. 
One Gift Certificate per visit please. 
---------------- ------
the right way 
By STEPHEN UNGER 
Staff Writer 
You'd think that if band loses its drummer within a year before an 
r album is due, that R.E.M. would go into hibernation, or just decline in 
quality. Their new release is positive proof that they are a band that 
I 
. can endure the most hostile variables. They actually took drummer 
Bill Berry's departure as a motivation to add another beautiful record · 
to their library. 
Up is their eleventh album, and a whole new &dventure for the band 
from Athens, Georgia. R.E.M. and its Warner Brothers label hopes Up 
will have the same success ~s Automatic for the People (1992) which 
sold 14 million copies. The last two releases Monster (1994) and New 
Adventures in Hi-Fi (1996) may have been successful by artistic stan-
. -i dards, but did not fair well on the charts; each album only lasting on 
the charts for several weeks. Up is probably the most orchestral 
record, and creates the same beautiful sound combinations, and rich 
acoustic arrangements as Automatic for the People accomplished in 
1992. 
The difference this time is thatUp has a tendency to be straightfor-
ward lyrically, which causes this album to be more of an experimen-
tal collection. It steps away from the traditional pop/radio elements 
and adds a touch of terrain not walked on before. Everything that they 
have done before- the instruments, the lyrics, the style - has been 
thrown out the window. All the pleasant sounds remain, but every-
thing about what R.E.M. is continues as being uniqµe and refreshing. 
"Lotus" is a down to earth rock track in which singer Michael Stipe 
is mixed with an evil effect, that gives it a nice dark feel. Songs like 
"Hope" and the Beach Boys, influenced track "At Your Most 
Beautiful" is delicately colored with electronic sounds, and drum 
machines. On the other hand there are tracks like "Walk Unafraid" 
which reflects the early song writing that once thrived· in the band's 
earliest albums, like Murmur (1983) and Fables of the Reconstruction 
(1985). "Diminished" is the best representation of the album's mood, 
which is soft and beautiful. 
What it really comes down to is that even after 15 years, R.E.M. is 
still evolving. Time hasn't stopped them from making good records, 
good songs and they are definitely pleasing their fans. The only thing 
uncertain is which direction their success in the current rock market 
will go. Up, or down? 
Despite the absence of drummer Bill Berry, R.E.M. 's 11th album 
Up explores more experimental territory with success. 
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New Dawn Futon is now hiring enthusiastic 
sales people for Altamonte and Orlando loca-
tions. No sales. experience necessary-we will 
train. Hourly & commission. Apply at 4984 
E. Colonial Dr. 894-8265 
FT or PT server positions available at an 
L-------------J-----:------------1 exclusive country club. Willing got accom-
LUCERNE MEDICAL modate school schedules. Pleas contact Todd 
HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 BED/2 BTH HOUSE, 
CORNER LOT, LARGE YARD W/ FENCE, 
W/D, WITH ALL APPLIANCES FLA ROOM, 
PATIO $69,500 CALL CHJP 679-4806 
Magazine Subscription Agency, looking 
for independent agents, over 2000 titles, 
send for a confidential price list and 
sales kit. $2.00 (handling) to : Discount 
Subscription service, 2605 E. Atlantic 
Blvd, Suite 207, Pompano Beach, FL 
33062 or Fax 954-788-9352 
CENTER HAS INTERNSHIPS or Jim at 876-5432 
AVAILABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES 
COORDINATION GERIATRICS, & 
ADMINISTRATIONS 
IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222 
Hiring Host & Hostess, Culinary Staff Big 
River Grille & Brewing Works Excellent 
Pay. 401K, Insurance, flexible hours, Parks, 
r-------------i--------------1 pass. May call for appointment or apply in 
DIAMOND RrNG SET, 114 cw. STONE WITH 
9-10 PT. STONES IN 14 KT. GOLD fN BOW 
DESIGN. FAR BELOW VALUE AT $600, 
WILL TAKE PAYMENTS. CALL 349-9624 
ROOM FOR RENT IN VERY NICE 3/2.5 
HOME TEN MINUTES FROM UCF $330 
MONTH INCLUDES ALL UTIL. $150 
DEPOSIT Ci%.LL 977-1051 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
I need five ladies to seU roses in top 
nightclubs, Pointe Orlando, Roxies, 8 
Seconds, Backstage! Earn $15-$25 per 
person.CALL 407-560-0253 2101 
N. Epcot Resort Blvd. (Disney's Boardwalk) 
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 
-------------- hour, make an easy 75.00 to 200.00 per COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT 
FURNITURE SALE: MATCHING SOFA AND night! No uniforms, flexible hours, full ORLANDO/MAITLAND 
VALET PARKING ATfENDANTS NEED-
ED FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.00-$13.00 PIH 
CLEAN CUT, PHYSICALLY FIT, GOOD 
DRIVING RECORD A MUST. CALL 244-
7460 TO SET UP AN INTERVIEW. 
SERVICES 
College Student who are Single Parents 
Free Luncheon at Kelsey's and Worship 
at the UC& Cinema on Sundays, 384-
2981 for details. 
Free CD Holders, T-Shirts Prepaid 
Phone Card Earn $1000 
Part-Time on Campus. 
Just Call 1-800-932-0528 X 64 
LOVESEAT, CONTEMPORARY TAUPE & time or part time Hours are 9:00-2:00 Our new hotel has room for you!! 
WHITE FABRIC, $75. IVORY SOFA, CHAIR nightly from Wednesday thru Sunday Currently under construction and sched- JEWISH STUDENT UNION/HILLEL'S 
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Parties Hay Rides, 
Bon Fires, Horse Rentals, 
Two Locations, 
Oviedo areal St Johns River 
Boating also Available 
Discount for Students 
365-9866 or 365-9515 
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY CHURCH 
MEETS ATTHE UC7 CINEMA SUNDAYS 
10-11 AM PRAISE WORSHIP SUBJECTS 
DEALT WITH: LONELINESS, SELF-DOUBT, 
Loss, PARENTING, FINANCIAL STRESS, 
TEMPTATION, FAILURE, AND WAITING 
DURING OCTOBER FOR DETAILS CALL 
384-2981 BIBLE STUDIES, RECOVERY 
PROGRAMS LUNCHEONS FOR STUDENTS 
AVAILABLE 
International Students Welcome 
Free Luncheon and Worship service ever 
Sunday. Call 384-2981 for details. 
WITH OTTOMAN, $125. COFFEE TABLE Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and uled to open in mid-November. We are SWEET SUNDAYS! 
$30. HIGH CHEST, 5 DRAWERS, $25, have smiling personality Wed have fun interviewing for Front Office Associates EVERY SUNDAY ~OM 1 - 3 PM $1250 
SMALL REFRIG, $40. CEILING FAN $25, and the night goes by quickly! Join our Night Auditors *Houseperson *Servers IN THE STUDENT UNION RM 224 FUNDRAISER 
S $ $ Lounge Servers/Bartenders*Cooks. Please Credit Card fundraiser for student orga-MALL TABLE 25. TV STAND, 30, team! Renee 977-0449 forward all inquiries to ... 407/659-9100 CALL 262-1330 
GRILL, $40. PRICED LOW FOR FAST SALE!! i-------------- (Fax) 407/659-9101 Please ask for Bruce jweiss@mindspring.com nizations. You've seen other groups 
CALL JOE 277-3743 Baerwalde-GM or Sebastian Peralta- .,__ ___________ ___. doing it, now it's your turn. One week 
GRAPHIC ARTIST POSITION P!f AGM. Interested parties should be pre- UCF Students! Come run with the Orlando is all it takes. NO gimmicks, No tricks, 
89 TOYOTA CAMRY, V-6, A/C, SUN 
ROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, ONE OWNER, 
GARAGED/ $4500 - PH 834-5033 
Experienced with MAC operations & pro- pared to begin employment Runners Club. We run Sundays at 7arn on No obligation. Call of information 
grams for magazine layout & design. Working as quickly as possible. Park Ave in Winter Park. Join us and find out today. 1-800-932-0528 X 65 
knowledge of scanning and importation of about all the perks for members. Students www.ocmconcepts.com 
graphics. Posjtion can become full-time posi- . can join for the special rate of $20 a year. 
----------------' tion for right person. Need innovative & t--W-AN_TE_D_:_E_N_E_R-GE_T_IC-.-E-NT_HU_S_IA-ST-I-C,-1 We' re on the web at www.orlandorunner-
creative individual. HARD WORKING, DEDICATED MEN'S sclub.org or cal us at 407-316-0475 
200,000 - 5 MILLION LUXURY HOME 
FfNANClNG STATE WIDE COMPETITIVE 
RATES CALL MR. MOORE FOR FREE 
SPEED SKATES FOR SALE!! SIZE I 0 
RYDELLE BOOTS, VERDUCCI FRAMES, 
AB7 BRGS. J MONTH OLD LIKE NEW, 
$195. CALL 366-66164 (NEW $319) 
HELP WANTED 
Flexible hours for right person. BASKETBALL MANAGERS 1. PLEASE CALL 1---.....--------------' 
Call Ben Moseley @ MEI Publishing 
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 E-mail@ COACH BURGESS @ 823-5808 TO 
ME4NEWS@aol.com DISCUSS YOUR ROLE WITK THE 
1998-99 GOLDEN KNIGHTS. 
FEMALE HOUSE - TEEN SITTER. ROOM 
& BOARD. SMALL STIPENS - MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED 
ATTENTION UCF ARTISTIC MAJORS! 
$ EG. Music, DRAMA, LANGUAGE. $ 
RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS NEEDED. 
$$ CONTACT 823-5350, $$ 
$ OR bfritzsc@mail.ucf.edu $ 
ANALYSfS 1-888-860-1600 EXT 804-480 
ROOMMATES 
Customer Service Reps-Sears Logistics NEED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES. GET PAID TO 
Services, Inc is hiring delivery consultants. WITl:JING TWO MILES OR UCF SHOP! PLUS, GET FREE MEALS, MER-
12 STEP PROGRAM TO OVERCOME HURTS, 
HANG-UPS OR HABJTS. MEETS THURSDAYS 
7-9 P.M. ;CALL 384-2981 FOR DETAILS. NOT 
COST 
No Selling. Starts at $6.50hr. and can earn i---C-A-LL_F_o_R_IN_T_ER_vrn_w_4_o_7-_2_01_-_14_5_6___,. CHANDISE AND MORE! To RECEIVE FREE 
$6.90hr after 90 days. Part time 20-35 hrs a 
week, flexible schedule Sun-Sat. Tuition WEDGEFIELD GOLF CLUB IS NOW ACCEPT- DETAILS SEND A #10 SELF-ADDRESSED 
1 Knights Krossing Phase II 
Sub Leaser wanted for January 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
reimbursement. Apply j•n person Tues-Fri TNG APPLICATIONS FOR FULL AND PART STAMPED ENVELOPE TO s & J 
9am-4pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd., Winter Park, TIME SERVERS AND LINE COOKS. MARKETING 10151 UNIVERSITY, 
Fl or call 407-677-2018. GOOD STARTING PAY ORLANDO, FL 32817 
Dept SLS, HR. EOF/AA 20550 MAZIM PRKY. ORLANDO 
UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
STUDENT UNION MEETS TuEsDAYS AT 8 
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION. JOIN US! 
Private Bathroom, Laundry room 
Kitchen, Balcony $340 per month 
Call 282-87-94 or 595-8881 cell 
FORECLOSURES: 
YOUR AREA! 
We fax/mail Current Listings 
Drive by your new home! 
We're not Realtors so 
YOU SAVE THOUSANDS! 
TOLL FREE: 
· 1-800-554-2335 Ext 32 
$21+/HR PT/FT 
Processing Mail! Free Supplies, Postage! 
Rush Self Addressed Stamped Envelop 
GMA/UCF 
P.O.Box 567443 
Atlanta, GA 31156 
Email: Signup@info.infomachine.com 
PHONE REPS 
Join A National Company 
Selling The #1 Product 
To Home Owners In America 
Weekly To $865 
Salary, Commission, Medical 
Mornings, Nights, Weekends 
Part-Time and Full· Time 
875-1451 
Call 7 Days. 9am·9pm 
500 Winderly Place #218 
Maitland Center North 
If Quality is Important 
Service list 
UCF BacK to school 
special 
Single ·Double 
24~XP 6.99 10.65 
a&ex1 1.45 15.85 
.35mm processing and printing . . ~Duplications and internegatives of: 
.Photo enlargements • ·slides to slide Business Special 
.Passport photos 
.Package printing Slide to color negative· 
.Slide processing 3hr • Slide to b/w negative · 
.120 & 220 slide processing 3hr Color. negative to slide 
.Scanning of negatives, slides and prints .Copy work to slides or negative: 
.Data file outputting to slides or negative • Flat artwork or photographs · 
.Presentation slides • Graphic designing 
.Powerpoint creation • Graphic layout 
.Digital photo restoration or creation . Fuji" professional dealer 
.Photo restoration .Commercial photography 
.CD-ROM writing 
.Photo Archive onto CD-ROM. .Studio photography 
.Custom black and white processing .C~nsutting 
N 
I ' 
PowerPoint outp.ut 
· · . ·to slide only 1 
· $5.00 each 
I 
Owned and 
operated 
bya 
UCFAlumni 
On the corner of University and 
Goldenrod in the Goodings Plaza 
!! ::6:30PM I . 
.Black and white enlargement .Briefings 
B STORE HOURS: · ,1, ~~~~ 
9AM TO 3:30PM 
1--1--....... ~~~~~Cdoo-~-l-----+-ll 
.Black and white paper, chemistry and fHm .Overnight 
7624 University Blvd. Winter Park FL 32792 
.,. 
(. 
( 
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High hopeS surround women 
By JEFF CASE 
Staff Writer 
UCF women's basketball coach Lynn 
Bria keeps a book of inspirational quotes 
and phrases compiled and said by basket-
ball coaching great John Wooden. Each 
week, she makes each every player mem-
orize the same quote to help form UCF 
reach its goals and "make the players 
think." 
But based on the team's 
may look impressive, but Bria expects 
Davis to cut down on her team-high 105 
turnovers last season. 
"I think I want her to be a great leader, 
she's never done that for us before," Bria 
said. "I want her to do a better job defen-
sively for us. Is she going to score? Is she 
going to penetrate and dish? Yes, she does 
that naturally, but we need her to play on 
the defensive end of the floor. We always 
While Davis will occupy the starting 
point guard spot, fellow seniors Kate 
Fetzek and Chastity McClendon and 
sophomore Kelly Ely will round out the 
returning players. Bria is counting on the 
improved performance of each starter to 
take pressure off Davis. 
"The whole team can't rest on Charyia. 
We have to have people step up like Kelly 
Ely~ like Chastity McClendon, and give us · 
some points and give us some 
rebounds," Bria said. "I think 
progress and Bria's success, you 
have to wonder how much moti-
vation the team needs from 
famous quotes this season. UCF 
returns four starters from last sea-
son's team that finished 17-11 and 
lost to Georgia State in the TAAC 
Championship semi-finals. 
The whole team ·can't rest on · 
Charyia. We have to hav~ people 
. step .up and give .us . ~eh;;ew polrJ:ts 
they'll answer, I really believe 
that. They've worked hard on 
their game as individuals, but 
there's no doubt the expectations 
are much higher." 
Fetzek, a guard, will move to 
the wing this season and look to 
improve on last season's 6.3 
points and 2.5 assists a game 
average in 1998. McClendon 
. ' ~" " ,. . 
~ and give us" ~orne .. rebOf/Qfls. .. %J1r:~1~ 
... 1ti ' /·~~,it~{,~:;~ ~ynfj\~~\; Under Bria, UCF has pro- . 
gressed each season, winning four 
more games last season than it did in 
1996, when it finished 13-15. TAAC 
coaches and media voted UCF second in 
the conference ·in a pre-season poll, some-
thing Bria thinks the team can live up to. 
"When you have those players return-
ing, the standard is much higher. That's 
just a given," Bria said. "My expectations 
are the same ... their absolute and complete 
best and I think they've all improved and 
need her to rebound, that's a bonus for 
. us." 
"I think I want her to take care of the 
basketball at the end of the game. Those 
are little things. That•s who we're going to 
go to and if she doesn't take care of it, 
nobody else is going to." 
- Bria said her summer-long defensive 
retraining of Davis has improved Davis's 
defensive intelligence. Davis has 
Photo by Kevin Colber 
Kristy White, a 6-4 transfer from Florida State will be counted on to provide a low-
post scoring threat and a defensive presence in the middle. 
they all want to take it to another level this 
year. They're going to do better, there's no 
doubt in my mind." 
Much of the team's high expectations 
in 1998-99 fall on the shoulders of senior 
point guard Chariya Davis, the team's 
leading scorer last year. Davis did it all for 
UCF in 1998, averaging 15.8 points a 
game, 4.5 assists and 2.9 steals a game, all 
team highs. 
Despite being UCF's second shortest 
player in 1999 at 5-foot-7, Davis finished 
third in rebounding (5.7 a game) to gradu-
ated center Stacey De Veaux. The statistics 
improved her man-to-man defense, but 
Bria has seen Davis's major strides away 
from the ball. 
"She wants to be a complete player, 
she wants to be able to do it all on both 
ends," Bria said. "We've had to break 
some habits [defensively]. That has been 
hard. Chariya just always goes to the ball, 
whether her man has it or not. She would 
always be out of position and when she 
was supposed to help, she didn't, and 
when she wasn't supposed to help she did. 
So yeah, we've had to break some habits, 
but she has responded well." 
. r~turns as UCF's leading rebounder and 
third leading scorer (6.6, 11.6), and will 
provide most of the bulk up front. Playing 
in only nine games last season may catch 
up with McClendon as the season pro-
gresses, though. 
Ely returns after setting UCF's all-time 
record for career and single-season three 
pointers (62). In her 18 appearances last 
season, Ely averaged 10.5 points, 2.5 
rebounds and a mere 1.6 assists. While 
Ely's 42 percent three-point accuracy was 
22nd in the nation, her passing must 
improve, as evidenced 1.4 assist-to-
turnover ratio. 
The los~ of DeVeaux hurts UCF's pivot 
play, leaving them with no TAAC-tested 
center. FSU transfer Kristy White has 
shown flashes of brilliance in the team's 
two preseason games, including a team-
high 15 point, 9-rebound performance in 
her first_ game as a Golden Knight against 
the Mississippi All Stars. 
"I've got to talk about Kristy White. 
She hasn't played for a year and I really 
think she could be a post player for us that 
we can build an offense around, and I did-
n ' t know we had that before," Bria said. 
"We've had to teach her some things, but 
she scores in there. It's not always pretty, 
but somehow she makes the baskets. She's 
always had that." 
Bria stresses improved conditioning, 
footwook and added muscJe to White 
have paid off in her quick start this season. 
Okaloosa Walton Community College 
transfer Paula Nesbitt, a forward, has 
impressed Bria with her rebounding skills 
while freshman Leslie Deaton will also 
see steady playing time this year. 
"Lesie Deaton has really, really come 
along," Bria said. "Defensively she hurts 
us right now, if we can get her on the 
defensive end to where she's not hurting 
us, then she will play a lot of minutes." 
"Paula Nesbitt has gotten on the boards 
and hustles. Paula's one of those people 
where it's nothing flashy, and you might 
even barely notice her, but the next thing 
you know, she's got eight rebounds on you 
and six points." 
As for the 1999 schedule, non-confer-
ence road games at South Carolina, 
Florida and Texas will provide a more 
than worthy challenge for UCF. While 
UCF.did lose to both Florida and Texas by 
a combined score of 213-132, Bria looks 
at the games as a pathway to the future. 
"Playing teams like Texas, particularly 
playing a team like Florida who's in our 
home state, that helps recruiting. If you 
don't play those teams, you never have an 
opportunity to knock one of them off," she 
said. "I think playing at the Texas is one of 
the greatest atmospheres that our players 
will ever be exposed to ... it's a great bas-
Photo by Kevin Colber 
Senior guard Kate Fetzek will play 
extensively on the wing but also gives 
UCF a versatile backup at the point. 
ketball atmosphere. Florida is an SEC 
school that is just a great team. They play 
against the toughest competition every 
day, so we're going to play them." 
The regular TAAC schedule will pro-
vide an added challenge for UCF, 
although conference power Florida 
International has left the conference. FIU, 
which spent most of 1998 ranked in the 
Top 25, brought added recognition and 
credibility to the TAAC, something Bria 
hopes to build on. 
"I think that's good anytime you can 
have that, that's a great thing to have. I 
didn't mind it, I was glad they were 
ranked," she said. "Someday, I hope, 
maybe we're at that point, we can be 
ranked, but our standard is not FIU, our 
standard is not Georgia State, Mercer, 
none of them. Our standard is us'. We want 
to do better than the year before whether 
they're in it or not." 
L SCHEDULE 
!~ Date Opponent 
~ff~~: 2 Mississippi All-Stars 
f. 'Nov. 13 American University If ~~j~[e~~ 
ts Drexel 
.21 atTexas 
~ lO Pennsylvania 
r~ 4 at Florida Adantic 
1.JitJ: 7 Campbell ~Zjan. 9 Georgia State 
f )an. 1 l at Florida 
: Jan .. 16 Stetson 
~ Jan. 21 at Jacksonville State 
~ Jan, 23 at Samford 
· Jan. 28 Mercer 
Jan. 30 Troy State 
Feb. 4 at Mercer 
Feb. 6 at Troy State 
Feb. 11 Florida Atlantic 
Feb. 13 Samford University 
Feb. I 5 Jacksonville State 
Feb. 20 at Stetson 
Feb. 25 at Georgia State 
Feb. 27 at Campbell 
March 4-6 TAAC Tournament 
7p.f,TI. I 
5 p.m. ' 1 
2p.m. 
6 f>.n,t; 
2 h,rit_;;;;~ \· i~:~t . 
,,.. xi 
Sp.~ · 
sp.m. 
7p.m!, 
·ap.~P»,0, 
7 f>.m. "¥ 
s p,nt. ,·" 
4 P·fl\* 
8 p.ITh 
7 p.m. 
4 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
s p.m. 
7p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7p.m. 
8:05 p.m. 
7p.m. 
7p.m. 
5:15 p.m. 
6p.m. 
6p.m. 
2p.m. 
TBA 
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Men's season 
ends in overtime 
disappointment 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
UCF's record breaking season came to an end with a 3-2 loss in 
overtime against Jacksonville in the Trans Ameri~a Athletic ' 
Conference title game on Saturday. The Knights ended the season 
with the most Division I wins in school history (13), and finished tied 
for first in the TAAC with a 6-1 mark, but couldn't get to an NCAA 
play-in game, losing to the tournament-host Dolphins. 
"It was an outstanding year," Coach Bob Winch said. "Obviously 
it was disappointing at the end, but that doesn't diminish anything that , 
we accomplished this year. We accomplished all of our goals, except-
ing winning the conference championship." 
For the Knights, not all was lost. All-American forward Heikki 
Ritvanen tied his own school-record with 24 goals, while breaking his 
old record of 51 points as he totaled 52 this season. Forward Ari 
Nurmi played through a knee injury that hampered him all last season 
to add 17 goals alongside Ritvanen. 
"I was pleased with all of our new players and our core players," I 
Winch said. "Heikki had another solid year, and Ari Nurmi had a great 
year. Antii Laittinen was great is goal." 
Ritvanen and Laittinen both were named to the All-TAAC First 
Team along with team captain · Rami Vehmas and defender Sarni 
Teittinen. Arno Nurmisto was named to the second team, while Nurmi 
and freshman Antti Peltonen earned third-team h6nors. 
UCF finished .the season 8-2 in their final 10 games a(ter aS5 
start. The, only player the Knights are losing for next season is mid-
fielder Travis Bender, who was the lone senior on the · team. 
Meanwhile, seven different. freshmen broke into the starting lineup, 
and should add stability to next year's team with more experience. 
"We'll start again January 10, but the spring season is a matter of 
training," Winch said. "I was real happy with how we finished, and 
we started five or six freshmen every game." 
The only disappointment for Winch was the fact that UCF was 
unable to claim victory over any nationally recognized teams. 
Indiana, Butler, UNC-Charlotte, Florida International, and South 
Florida were all dominant teams UCF faced this season, but the 
Knights fell short in each of those games. 
However, UCF has found a new rival in Jacksonville, which is 
something the team needed following FIU's defection to the Sun Belt. 
"It's a good rivalry. They are a very good team, and they are only 
losing two players," Winch said. "Obviously they're doing something 
right. I hope it (the rivalry) continues." 
Photo. by Kevin Colber 
Heikki Ritvanen (center) tied his school record for goals in a 
season and broke his mark for points by a single tally. 
Team effort wins TAAC title 
FromPAGE28 
victory over Campbell. Wiltsey 
scored her first goal of the season 
and assisted on Auffant's third 
score of the season. 
"It's critical, and we talked to 
the team about it and said that we 
can't rely on just Alyssa or just 
Kim or just Danya," Richter said. 
"We need everybody else to step 
up, and they all have a whole sea-
son under their belt. We were 
looking for other people to step 
up, and Margrett and Wendy 
were prime choices since they'll 
be seniors next year." 
As for O'Brien, the captain, 
she expresses the sentiment felt 
by the rest of her teammates con-
cerning the NCAA Tournament. 
"Everyone's gonna go into 
the game with nothing to lose. 
This is the first time that this 
team has accomplished this, all 
the way down them line from the 
freshmen to the seniors," 
O'Brien said. "We're not gonna 
be satisfied just to be there. 
We're gonna be gunning to come 
away with a victory to extend our 
season. I don't think anyone 
wants to stop playing now." 
Thanks to a TAAC champi-
onship, for now, they won't have 
to. 
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1998 UCF. Women's 
Basketball Classi~ 
WHO 
UCF 
Northern Iowa 
High Point 
Canisius 
WHEN 
Friday, December 4th 
Saturday, Decembe 
GAME TIMES 
6:00 pm & 
8:00 pm 
WHERE 
UCF Arena 
& 
Tickets are $10 for a two-day pass, 
$7 for individual day pass and 
Kids 5 and under are free. 
UCF students 
Free with 
Valid 
ID 
l. 
~· 
., 
-i: 
f 
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Weather could factor in Tournament game at Wisconsin 
By TRAVIS BELL 
Staff Writer 
It's a little known fact that UCF lost in 
the 1982 NCAA championship game, 2-0, 
against North Carolina. The Knights are 
now making their sixth trip to the NCAA 
Tournament, UCF's first since 1991. To 
regain the glory of 1982 will be an incred-
ible feat, but the Knights are up to the 
challenge. The Wisconsin Badgers are the 
first team in the way of the ultimate goal. 
"I'm excited because it's something 
different. It's a place that we've never 
played, and it's a team we've never 
played," Coach Karen Richter said. 
"That's what the NCAAs are about. 
They're (ranked No.) 22 in the nation, so 
we'll see right away early in the NCAA 
where we are and how we can fit in." 
On paper, the Knights match up well 
with the Badgers. Wisconsin finished its 
season 10-7-2, while UCF went 12-7. 
Also, UCF scored more goals, 38-30, and 
held its opponents to one fewer goal (25-
24 ). Both schools also played one com-
mon opponent, Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
UCF lost 1-0, while Wisconsin played 
them to a scoreless tie. 
"The old adage of defense wins cham-
pionships ~ill be critical for us this week-
end," Richter said. "It's gonna be critical 
that we set the tone from the beginning of 
the game. We need to deny Wisconsin any 
viable attack, and (the defense) has to 
continue to step up and carry the team." 
The Badgers lost their No. 22 ranking 
after a 1-0 loss in the first round of the 
Big 10 Tournament, but their 6-2 finish in 
the Big 10 earned Wisconsin an at-large 
bid. Now the Badgers will want redemp-
tion for their loss against Ohio State, so 
Richter is ready for a pumped-up oppo-
nent. 
"They ended their season on a losing 
Photo by Kevin Cother 
Michelle Anderson scored the loan 
goal in UCF's 1-0 win against 
Jacksonville in the TAAC title game. 
note, so hopefully they may be down," 
Richter said. "On the other side of it, 
they' re gonna want to come back and 
prove themselves. They've also been rest-
ing ever since that loss, where as we 
played this weekend. So that's a bit of an 
advantage for them." 
Briget Schwarting leads the Badgers in 
net, posting a 1.19 goals-against average 
with 9.5 shutouts. All-Big 10 defender 
Shannon Brown and Emily Stevens 
anchor the Badgers defense. Meanwhile, 
Allison Wagner leads Wisconsin's bal-
anced attack with seven goals, while 
Maria DeGiovanni is the team's leading 
scorer with 18 points. Lindsay Hoelter 
added 16 points (three goals, 10 assists). 
"Their leading· scorer only has seven 
goals, which means that their scoring is 
spread out," Richter said. "It's almost 
how we approached Jacksonville, where 
everybody can be a threat. We have to 
defend as a team and make adjustments." 
UCF may have a second opponent on 
the field Wednesday night-the weather. 
The Knights have only traveled this far 
north twice since 1994, but both occa-
sions were in the early part of each sea-
son. This time, there is a prediction of 
snow and the temperature will drop con-
siderably with the game scheduled for 7 
p.m. 
"The big thing is to get the girls pre-
pared and acclimated to the climate and 
prepared to play in that kind of environ-
ment," Richter said. "The one thing is that 
it's supposed to snow, and if it snows then 
we'll have to change our game plan." 
Jf the bad weather misses the Knights, 
-the usual game plan will exist. UCF's 
def enders will try to control the game 
with the help of keeper Alyssa O'Brien. 
It's attack would consist of midfielders 
Wendy Wiltsey, Cally Howell, and 
Monica Holschauer setting up the scorers 
_ up front (Danya Harris and Kim Shrum). 
However, if the weather is a problem, 
Richter has a back-up plan. 
"We're j1:Jst gonna have to bang it up 
front and let our forwards and midfielders 
fight for it," Richter said. "Motivation is 
gonna be a big factor, and the girls first 
time in the tournament, they'll be fired up 
to play." 
Now is when UCF hopes that · its 
strength of schedule has prepared it for 
the NCAA Tournament. The Knights 
played against four teams that are com-
peting in the tournament, but only came 
away with one victory. However, Richter 
hopes the losses benefit the team and have 
them ready. 
"We play a strong schedule because 
we want to be the best team in the coun-
try. And if you want to be the best, you 
have to play the best," Richter· said. "We 
played those games early, and the girls 
learned a lot from them and hopefully it 
shows us that we can play with anybody. 
We've come a long way since those first 
three games, and we' re a much better 
team. 'So we hope that experience will 
show up on Wednesday." 
If the Knights are able to return to 
Orlando victorious over Wisconsin, they 
will then have a second round clash with 
Dartmouth, the eighth seed in the tourna-
ment. But Richter understands that you 
have to take the NCAA Tournament one 
game at a time. 
"I haven't even thought past 
(Wisconsin), but I think it (a game against 
Dartmouth) would be a similar situation," 
Richter said. "It's the NCAAs, so you just 
look to,survive and then advance. So right 
now, our main focus is on Wisconsin." 
Applebee's offers. • • 
students· get 
10% off 
2p.m. - 5p.m. Everyday 
by showing 
student ID 
(does not 
include alcohol) 
---...:..----
in 
$2.00 off 
monday. steak "night 
bourbon street steak 
• house sirloin 
it's 
2 for 1 
an 
bloody. marys &-
rriiniosas· during 
sui'lday brunch 
·10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Bpplebee'S 
Neighborhood Grill & Bar 
1-2103 Collegiate Way • Orlando 
for great -deals ·and great fun, 
m.ake it Applebee's 
• 282-2055 • (right across from the University) 
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UCF defense dominates Auburn 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
Although UCF had a win 
taken away in the final minute, 
one aspect of its game at Auburn 
that won't be forgotten soon is 
the play of the defense, which 
matched the efforts of a Tiger 
unit ranked first in the SEC, and 
ninth in the nation. 
"They flew to the football all 
day. It was unbelievable," 
Coach Mike Kruczek said. "The 
defense nearly salvaged the 
game for us. They had so much 
intensity. I don't remember a 
defensive effort as good as this 
in the 14 years I've been here." 
Kruczek's sentiment was 
share.ct by many around the UCF 
program. The consensus was 
that the defensive effort was the 
silver lining in the Knights last-
minute loss. However, players 
could take no solace in their 
accomplishment immediately 
following the defeat. 
"We played okay on defense, 
but we didn't make enough 
plays," senior safety Reginald 
Doster said. "No matter how it 
falls into history, it doesn' t real-
ly matter. We still lost. It just 
seems like everytime we've got 
a big team we blow it. It hurts." 
With the offense sputtering 
to only six points and five 
turnovers, the defense was piv-
·C?tal in keeping the Knights in 
the game. Because of the offen-
sive prowess, the defense nor-
mally gets overshadowed. 
Saturday's loss was their chance 
to shine and help UCF over-
come the offense's lack of pro-
duction. 
"We're a team. All season 
it's been like a rocky boat. The 
offense sometimes scores more 
points to help us out, and what 
we were talking about all game 
was that it was all up to us with 
the defense not scoring," Doster 
said. "We wanted to be out 
there. The defense wanted to 
win this game instead of the 
Special to the Future 
UCF's defense played its most complete game of the season, allowing Auburn only 240 yards of total offense and causing two turnovers. 
offense. We wanted to pick it 
up." 
Following inconsistent 
efforts against Youngstown 
State, Bowling Green, and 
Toledo, the fact that the defense 
dominated as they did was sur-
prising. One of the key reasons 
was the scheme and game plan 
drawn up by first-year coordina-
tor Gene Chizik. 
"The defense knew what it 
had to do. Coach Chizik pre-
pared us to do what we had to 
do. That's_ what we practiced to 
do and come game time we 
played like we needed to." 
senior Paul Miranda said. "One 
big play is often all it takes to 
lose, which is what happened." 
UCF's defense forced a pair 
of Auburn turnovers and held 
the Tigers under 200 yards of 
total offense heading into the 
game's final drive. Sophomore 
safety Damian Demps was par-
ticularly impressive, intercept-
ing quarterback Gabe Gross, 
recovering a fumble, and lead-
ing the Knights with ten tackles. 
"I felt we shut down Auburn 
pretty well. All they had was one 
big play, but that was enough," 
Demps said. "This loss is going 
to hurt for now, but soon it will 
be out of our minds, because we 
have to keep looking forward." 
This week's game will bring 
increased expectations for a 
defense now ranked 20th in the 
country. Because of the way UCF 
held down Auburn, it will be 
expected to do the same against 
Ball State, a team ranked next to 
last in the nation in scoring 
offense. Although the defense 
will be focused once the game 
against the Cardinals comes 
around, some players thoughts 
will still wander back to Auburn. 
"We should have won the 
game. This comes back to luck, I 
guess. We just don't have any-
thing going in that department. 
We get against big-name 
Division I-A teams and somehow 
we get beat," senior linebacker 
Mike Palmer said. "It was just a 
fluke. We weren't scared out 
there. We were having fun out 
there, shutting them down, until 
the very end." 
The very end wasn't fun for 
anyone associated with UCF, but 
the defensive effort may be the 
beginning of something great. 
BOARDWALK A·PARTMENTS 
AT~ALAFAYA 
Best Location to UCF 
·cALL ( 407) 384-8626 
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•Private full bath in each bedroom 
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Bowl hopes still alive, but situation complicated 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
So, UCF's encounter with Auburn did-
n't tum out the way it hoped. There is still 
hope, all be it a slim one. The Knights need 
help to make it to the first bowl game in 
school history, but must take care of things 
on their end in their final two home games 
against Ball State and New Mexico. 
However, supposing that UCF does win 
both games, which it will be favored to do, 
the Knights do have realistic hopes of gain-
. ing a bowl invitation. The bowl scenarios 
shape up under the following guidelines: 
Conferences reserve spots for its teams 
through certain bowl ties. For instance, the 
Florida Citrus Bowl will match the SEC's 
#2 team against the #2 team from the Big 
Ten. The only stipulation for th~se confer-
ence affiliations is that its teams must be 
bowl eligible, meaning that teams filling 
these slots must have a winning record. 
Simple. However, bowls which the Golden 
Knights have hopes to play in either have 
an invitat~on for at-large teams, meaning 
any team from any conference can be invit-
ed, or from bowls who have allocated spots 
for co~ferences that can't fill the require- · 
· ments, which is a happening that rarely 
occurs, but' luckily, to UCF's benefit, is 
happening this year. 
The Big 10 Conference, promised a spot 
in the Micron PC Bowl, formerly known as 
the Sunshine Football Classic may not have 
the six bowl eligible teams it needs to fill its 
spot in the Dec.29 game to be played in 
Miami's Pro Player Stadium. Currently, the 
Big Ten has Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio 
State, and Penn State bowl eligible. From 
there, the situation is cloudy. Purdue, cur-
rently fourth · in the conference, ahead of 
Penn State, must win seven games to qual-
ify due to the fact they they have played an 
extra game. With six wins, including one 
over UCF, all the Boilermakers must do is 
win one of their two 
against Michigan 
State and Indiana 
remaining games 
Purdue fans," joked Coach Mike Kruczek. 
"I'm going to call (Purdue Coach) Joe 
Tiller and tell us he owes us one." 
Minnesota also has a possibility to 
claim the spot, but must beat the two 
remaining teams on its schedule, at Indiana 
and home against Iowa to have a shot at the 
bid. 
Should two mem-
bers of the 
Michigan State, and they would be 
bow 1 eligible. 
Michigan State, 
meanwhile, fresh 
off its upset of top-
ranked Ohio State 
only has five wins 
.S(OREBOARP · 
"WA "F(H1"N~ 
Purdue, Minnesota 
trio fail to claim a 
bid, UCF would be 
considered a front-
runner for the game 
which will ·most 
and is in the same . 
predicament. The 
Spartans must win 
two of their last 
three games 
against Purdue, 
Illinois, and Penn 
State to be eligi-
ble. Illinois is con-
sidered easy prey 
for Michigan 
State, while a road 
game against the 
Nittany Lions ·will 
be tough to win. 
Games that intered UCF J~e t~ 
their bowl ;,;.plJcations: .. ... 1 · 
· • . ·:t: ::: . ~ .- :;:; :P'~· . if 
(bold indicated t~am· UCFtn.eedsheJp ffodiL," 
f I /l,4 Pt1rdue a~ Mich,iga~ State ... " 
. I Hl4 Minnesota ~t Indiana 
1111,4 Arii:oil~ af Calif~rnia· 
J 111',4 U<;LA at Washington · 
I I I 14 Arizona ·stare ai; eregon 
I I~ 14 'Air FQrce at Wyoming .. , . 
11114 Maryland at Duke 
I l/14North Carolina atVirginia 
likely also feature 
North Carolina 
State or possibly 
Virginia. 
Other bow ls that 
UCF could land 
include t.he Liberty, 
Motor City, Music 
City, and 
Independence. All 
- have slots available 
for at-large teams, 
meaning Knight 
That makes this weekend's game 
between the Boilermakers and Spartans 
pivotal to UCF's hopes. Should Purdue pull 
the road upset, all UCF would need \s for 
Michigan State to lose at Penn State in its 
season finale. 
fans must root for 
high profile teams still on the bubble to 
lose. Situations featuring North Carolina 
and Duke of the ACC, Rutgers of the Big 
East, Arizona State, Washington, and 
California of the Pac-10, and everything 
happening in the WAC now affect what 
becorp.es of Central Florida. Players know 
the situation is out of their hands. "It 's funny. All of a sudden, we're · 
"I'm still hoping that that's in the hunt 
for us, regardless of the outcome of the 
Auburn game," senior Paul Miranda said. 
"I don't know what is happening around the 
country. We have to take care of our two 
games and hope." 
There are 22 bow ls scheduled this year, 
meaning 44 spots must be filled. The lower 
the amount of bowl eligible teams from 
large conferences, the better for the 
Independent-Knights. If only five teams 
from the Pac-10 are bowl eligible, no other 
teams from the conference will be available 
to fill an at-large vacancy. However, with 
four teams already qualified and Arizona 
State, Washington, and Cal only one win 
away with two games remaining, the situa-
tion out west looks bleak. 
"I don't see it happening. The next two 
games should be great. We'll finally be at 
home and we'll try to get two more wins, 
but it's hard to say what will happen from 
there," Mike Palmer said. 
Kruczek says it's frustrating to not be in 
control of the situation, knowing that a will' 
over Auburn would probably have solidi-
fied a bid. Still, 9-2 is a great record, and 
the fact that UCF fans traveled so well to 
Auburn and would be enthusiastic in their 
support of the school's first bowl bid can 
only help. 
"Getting there . is in the back of our · 
·heads. We don' t know what this loss is 
going to do for us. We don't know what the 
bowl committee is going to say, but we just 
got to continue to get ready for our remain-
ing games," senior Ma'.rv Richardson said. 
Take care of business . Then, hope the 
chips fall into place. 
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UCF 6, AU 10 
TEAM I 2 3 4 F 
Central Florida Golden Knights 3 3 0 0 6 'I 
Auburn Tigers 0 0 3 7 10 
FlRsT QUARTER 
Central Florida-(7:04)-Fred Waczewski 24 yard FIELD GOAL 
SECOND QUARTER 
. Central Florida-(11: 15)-Fred Waczewski 23 yard FIELD GOAL 
. I 
TmRD QUARTER 
Aubum-(8:59)-Robert Bironas 44 yard FIELD OOAL 
FOURTH QUARTER < I 
Aubtirn-(14:03)-Karsten Bailey 58 yard TD PASS from Gabe Gross 
Aubum-(14:03)-Robert Bironas EXTRA POINT . 
"First Downs 
Rushing 
Passing 
)?en~lty 
I irurd'Down Eff. 
/ Fourth Down Eff. 
<t Rushes-Net Yards 
~ ~r Aver~ge Per Rush 
i- :fards Rushing ~·'.' Yat:ds Lost Rushing 
F~' . .. C'6mp·~tt..Int 
, e.t;~~§'~ng Yards 
· atks~Yards Lost 
. GOLDEN KNIGHTS 
22 
9 
11 
2 
6-16-38 
2-3-67 
46-96 
2.1 
155 
-59 
24-37-4 
182 
7-44 
4.1 
83-278 
3.3 
70 
1-31 
3-39 
2-52 
3-81 
27.0 
2-1 
4-23 
38:14 
·.'%< • NTRAL FLORIDA: Edw.Mack 11-51, Mik.Grnnt 12-40, Dau.Culpepper,f.~rJ1~ 
. .1*N' Mic.Burk& 12-48,Gab.Gross 5-19, Dem.Caner 5-11 , Man.Sumner 2-6!'Ro\!iJ>r 
,, SSIN~RAL FLORIDA: Dau.Culpepper 24-37-4-182. AUBURN: Gab.(3ross' I {.j().j. 
~ 'J~~gElYlNG-CENTRAL FLORlDA: Mar.Nnnsant I 0-58, Cha.Lee 5-56, Sia.Burley 4-36, Ken.qfark 4 
\. 14, Mlk.Grnnt 1-8. AUBURN: Kar.Bailey 3-76, Cli .Robinson 3-34, Mic.Burks 2-17, Rus.Willl~ 2-iP ... r 1,9, • . · · f!f'. NS-CENTRAL FLORIDA: Dam.Demps 1-31. AUBURN: Lar.Ca$bet 2"3, 
~~f.~ft .. . ·~ . ~:: & . 
Wi~;,P . ·.. .• ,,...cENTRALFLORIDA: Xav.Beorlegui 2-49-25, Cha.Downey 1-32-32, A 
t;%!(' Jor.Ziiis 'Jl282-55. 
f'.. ~TRE'fCfRNS/LG-CENTRAL FLORIDA: Sia.Burley 3-39-26. AUBURN: -None. .. 
&;iKICf$0Ef RETURNS/LG-CENTRAL FLORIDA Pan.Miranda 2-52-42. AUBURN: Mal;Coopet 
""1''i'"• .. /26. . ,. ,, 
,, ,,,,,. GOALS-CENTRAL FLORIDA: -'-None. AUBURN: -None. 
' T~1 • lilt 
·lltir~'-
Join Locos for Breakfast · 
. ·, 
Mori Thru·Fti starting at9 am 
'Featuring for,$2.99 
Freshly Cooked ~2 Eggs, Bacon, 
Hashbfown~., · and Toasf 
Jumbo·22 oz Coffee 99 cents 
Jumbo To .~o S9da ,99 .cents 
··- ' ~:: 
Locos is a pr9ud sponsor of UCF's Homecoming! 
282·1900 •Fax 282·1905 •Located in the UCF Student Union 
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_..,,,,.,,,~~ 
SUMSHIME 
NETWORK 
-~,,,ll\\ .. -
For more insight into UCF sports check out 
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com We PIOYVouR Game www.SvnShtr.eNeTWcir~.com 
Monday through Friday 
10:00 pm: Sunshi.ne Network Live! 1 hour round table sports talk 
Wednesday November 11, 1998 
6:30 pm: UCF Foot~all Review with Mike Kruczek 
Thursday November 12, 1998 _ 
7 :00 pm: Dodge Florida High School Champions Series 
Jacksonville Raines @ Jacksonville Ed White (LIVE) 
Friday November 13, 1998 
9:00 pm: Tampa Bay Lightning@ Colorado Avalanche (LIVE) 
Wednesday November 18, 1998 
6:30 pm: UCF Football Review with Mike Kruczek 
7 :00 pm: Michigan K-~ings @ Orlando Solar Bears (LIVE) 
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Knights will make up for loss of Jones 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
For the fourth consecutive 
season, the University of Central 
Florida men's basketball team 
will start the season without its 
leading scorer from the previous 
season. Replacing Ochiel Swaby 
was Harry Kennedy. After 
Kennedy came Mark Jones. Now 
that Jones is playing in the CBA, 
the Golden Knights will look to 
Brad Traina to continue the tra-
dition. 
Traina, a 6' 5 forward, is 
UCF's leading returning scorer 
and was' a Second-Team All-
TAAC honoree last season. This 
year, he's a pre-
season All-TAAC 
First-Team selec-
tion and has been 
named UCF's co-
captain. 
"Brad had an 
outstanding 
spring and sum-
mer. I think he is 
ready to take over 
the leadership 
role and really be 
the go-to guy his 
senior year," said 
Kirk Speraw, who 
is entering his 
sixth season as 
UCF's head 
coach. HHe's 
probably the 
hardest worker on 
the team on and 
off the court. He's 
shooting better 
than ever. We 
look for him to 
lead by example." 
Traina may fill 
much of the void 
left by Jones, but 
over the 'Mark Jones' role." 
The one player that · does 
inherit Jones' spot is junior 
D'Quarius. Stewart, who aver-
aged double figures in scoring 
off the bench last season and 
should claim the shooting guard 
slot vacated by Jones. Stewart, 
who will also see time backing 
up at the point, was named a co-
captain along with Traina. Fans 
will fondly remember the final 
shot they saw at the UCF Arena 
last season, a Stewart 30-footer 
that sunk Florida International at 
the buzzer. If the off-season is 
any indication, fans can expect 
more heroics from Stewart this 
year. 
Stewart's backcourt mate will 
be Cory Perry, a junior who 
returns for his second full year as 
the starting point guard. Perry is 
the TAAC's returning assist 
leader and has improved his 
perimeter game to go along with 
his deft passing skills. His play 
at the point will be pivotal this 
season, as a murderous schedule 
will see him matched up with 
Michigan State's pre-season All-
America point guard . Mateen 
Cleaves, as well as Auburn's 
Doc Robinson and Ohio 
University's LaDrell Whitehead. 
"It's a challenging schedule," 
Speraw said. "Playing teams like 
Michigan State, Miami, Auburn, 
· South Florida, and 
~""!""""'~----.., Ohio will be tough. 
It's certainly going 
to prepare · us for 
conference play.'' 
The TAAC itself 
will have a much 
different look -than 
its had in past 
years. For starters, 
the two teams who 
have normally been 
at the top of the 
conference stand-
ings are gone, with 
the College of 
Charletson off to 
the Southern con-
ference and Florida 
International 
defecting to the 
Sun Belt. From a 
national perspec-
tive, their leaying 
hurt the confer-
ence's reputation, 
with most experts 
ranking the JAAC 
among the nation's 
worst, but insiders 
like Speraw know 
that's a misconcep-
tion. In fact, the 
TAAC may be a 
more difficult 
league this year. 
- Speraw knows he 
can't handle the 
burden by him-
self. Therefore, 
the Knights need 
many of their 
upperclassmen to 
step up if they are 
to make the 
Photo by Kevin Colber 
Brad Traina is UCF's leading returning scorer for the sec-
ond straight season and will also serve as a co-captain. 
"I don't think that 
the conference is 
going to miss a beat 
this year," Speraw 
NCAA tournament for the third 
time in Speraw's tenure .. 
"I think there's an adjustment 
period any time you lose some-
one the caliber of Mark," Speraw 
said. "We're going to have to 
have a lot of people step up and 
take over his scoring, especially 
his scoring in critical parts of the · 
game. One person won't take 
"DQ has had a tremendous 
springs and summer. It will be 
interesting to see what benefits 
he will reap from his off-season 
work. He's shooting the ball well 
and has always been confident. 
He's a co-captain now so he'll 
have lead as well. He's a tremen-
dously gifted athlete with a scor-
er's mentality." 
said. "I think it's going to be 
every bit as good and maybe 
even better top to bottom than 
what it's been. Georgia State has 
a lot of new people. They proba-
bly have the deepest team in the 
conference, and are going to be 
every bit as good as Charleston 
has been in the past. Jacksonville 
is going to be a quality team as 
well. They recruited six or seven 
junior college players, so imme-
diately they're an upperclassmen 
team. Samford has everybody 
back after being part of the con-
ference race last year. Stetson 
and florida Atlantic are going to 
be much better too. You can talk 
- about any other program across 
a plus. 
"I think that's going to keep 
fresher bodies in the lineup. We 
can go with a lot of different 
looks, nine or ten guys deep, 
which will give up flexibility 
and added energy in th~ lineup," 
Speraw said. "Bucky worked 
harder to tone up and he looks 
SCHEDULE 
Opponent Tim~ ,,, 
·~ ';t 
the board and 
they' re going to be 
much better than 
they were a .year 
a~o." 
UCF will get a 
boost from Seton 
Hall transfer Roy 
Leath when TAAC 
play begins. Leath 
will become eligi-
ble following the 
first semester, 
meaning he will 
have time to get a 
couple of games 
under him before 
~ St. Petersburg.(exb) 7:30 p.ftl:f i~·;\~'. 
. 6 Sakalai Lithuania ( exb) ~:!~J.:~:;' 9v. 1 l Rollins College bv. 19 at Auburn 
ev, 27 at Michigan State 6 p.m. 
~. 2 Winthrop 7d0 p.m. 
7:30 p.m,,,,. 
8p.m . . 
7:30 p.m 
ec, 1 l at Miami 
ec. 15 at McNeese State 
'*•: ~ 17 at South Florida 
. ~O Barry University 3 p.rri; 
1:30 p.iTI. ,;: · 
7:30 p.mf, . 
7:30p.m, 
conference play 
commences. A 
Ohio University 
Campbell 
Georgia State 
at Campbell 
vs. Georgia State 
Jacksonville 
Stetson 
at Florida Atlantic 
.7 p.m . . 
7p.m. 
7:30 junior out of Lake 
Wales, Leath (6'7, 
225 lbs) will 
become a fixture in 
the UCF lineup, 
adding flexibility 
and a presence in 
the paint. After 
playing a pair of 
seasons in the Big 
East, Leath chose 
to come play closer 
to. home with for-
w' . fl: 23 at Centenary 
['::tf~~~: i~ :~ f aac~!:~~ille State 8p.m. 
~'.f.j re~. 4 Mercer 
~,-~ Feli6 Troy State 
8 p.m~ 
7:30p.m. ~~ 
7:30 p.m; , i 
7p.m'. V ••i eb. 9 at Stetson 
• 1.5 Centenary 7:30 p.n;i:. ·•M > 
. l& at Jacksonville 7:30 P·l'P,'.'.@t ~ 
7:30. p.m~t11 ;: · b.'20 Florida Atlantic 
.eh.''25-27 TMC Tournament TBA - ,;/ -; 
mer high school teammate 
Bucky Hodge, who transferred 
in last season from Georgia 
Tech. 
"Roy Leath is going to fit in 
really well. We're looking for 
him to make a big contribution," 
Speraw said. "He can play three 
different positions, which gives 
us a very versatile player. He can 
play with his back to the basket 
or facing the hoop." 
Leath will solidify an already 
strong frontcourt which features 
versatile forward Mario Lovett, 
sophomore Beronti Simms, ath-
letic freshman Ikechi Nnakwe, 
surprisingly solid redshirt fresh-
man Jason Thornton, Traina, and 
centers Davin Granberry and 
Hodge. The depth will allow 
UCF to cause the opposition 
match-up problems and play 
aggressive basketball, with foul 
trouble in the middle being less 
of a concern, especially since 
Hodge looks to be in shape and 
more mobile, which can only be 
really fit. He worked on the 
wights this fall. Bucky had a 
great year defensively for us and 
we're looking for better things 
from an offensive standpoint 
from him. He's a player that real-
ly understands the game. He'll 
give you a solid effort every 
time." 
That would satisfy Speraw's 
main goal. A solid effort would 
. give the Knights their second 
consecutive winning season. 
With only Jones, forward Tony 
Marlow, and guard Chad 
Steckline to replace, the UCF 
unit is a veteran one that is used 
to playing together. _ 
"They've earned their battle 
stars over the past few years. Our 
young guys aren't so young any-
more. I think they'll benefit from 
the experience they've gained," 
Speraw said. "We consider our-
selves to be one of the upper 
teams in the league. I think we'll 
be as good as we were and 
maybe even better." 
Help make sure your personal 
possessions are covered. 
Call me for information about 
outstanding renters insurance* 
Allstate Floridian Insurance Company, Home Office: St. Petersburg, Florida 
*Subject to availability and qualifications. Other terms, conditions and exclusions may apply 
Dan Browne, Agent 
Comer of Alafaya and 50 
in the Publix Plaza 
( 407) 823-8855 
.f 
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FROM lrHE GRIPlftOM 
Interceptions galore 
Senior quarterback Daunte Culpepper ~ threw four interceptions in Saturday's 10-6 
loss to Auburn. It was the first four-intercep-
tion game of his career and the first time since 
last year's 45-41 loss to NLU on Nov. I that 
·· he had a game with multiple interceptions. 
"I take full responsibility for the intercep-
~ tions," Culpepper said. "Their defense was I really tough. They had some of the best ath-
letes I've seen all season." 
_ Culpepper had thrown only three intercep-
tions all year entering the game, but Auburn's 
I. defense has a history of picking off highly-. rated passers. They have intercepted Florida's :1 Doug Johnson, Ole Miss ' Romaro Miller, and Arkansas ' Clint Stoerner twice this season, 
~ while enjoying a four-interception game 
against Louisiana Tech's Tim Rattay, the 
nation's new leader in total offense. 
"That's a credit to their defense," Coach 
Mike Kruczek said. "Coach (BiU) Oliver had 
great scheme's and their pressure was excel-
lent." 
Fan support excellent 
in road contest 
The vast majority of the 80,743 in atten-
dance at Jordan-Hare Stadium may have been 
Auburn fans, but 3,000 vocal supporters were 
there supporting the Knights. Their enthusi-. 
asm did not go unnoticed. 
"We have some of the best fans in the 
world. Their attendance meant a lot," Kruczek 
said. "We could hear them on the field over 
the 77 ,000 Auburn fans sometimes. They 
[ were loud and excited and we appreciated 
them." 
UCF fans bought out each of the 3,000 
tickets allotted to UCF. Some boosters made 
the trip on the team plane while others trav-
elled by car. Regardless of their method of 
transportation, their attendance was a huge 
boost. 
Waczewski, return 
game shine 
Fred Waczewski's field goals from 23 and 
24 yards out accounted for the only points 
UCF put up against the Tigers. After strug-
! gling due to a hip flexor injury for the majori-
ty of the season, Waczewski's steady leg 
made it 's welcome return. 
"It's great to have 
however. Freshman Xavier Beorlegui's two 
punts were both shanked, netting him a 24.5 
punting average, but Chad Downey did do a 
good job in his return to pooch punting, pin-
ning Auburn inside their own 2-yard line on 
his only punt. 
Bumps and Bruises 
Senior drop linebacker Deon Porter dislo-
cated his shoulder in the second half and was 
not in the game when Auburn scored its 
game-winning touchdown. The shoulder did 
pop back in place, but Kruczek is wary about 
the effects rushing Porter back into the lineup 
may have on it. 
"The more the shoulder pops out, the more 
sore it 's going to be," Kruczek said. "Deon 
probably won't practice much this week, and 
his status for the Ball State game is que~tion­
able." 
If Porter is unavailable, redshirt freshman 
Tony Hardman probably will take his place. 
Record Watch 
Despite his lackluster performance, 
Culpepper did break a few more school 
records in the loss. With 24 completions and 
182 passing yards, he now holds the single 
season mark for both categories with 245 
passes completed (Shane Willis, 239, 1988) 
and 3,100 passing yards (Culpepper, 3,086, 
1997). 
Unfortunately, Culpepper did see his con-
secutive games with a touchdown pass streak 
stopped at 21. He now needs 110 rushing 
yards in his final two games to become only 
the third quarterback in NCAA history to 
throw for 10,000 yards and rush for 1,000 in a 
career. Culpepper has an opportunity to pass 
Doug Nussmeier of Idaho for 7th on the 
NCAA career total yardage list. He would 316 
yards of total offense to pass Nussmeier 
(12,054). Culpepper has 11,739 career yards. 
His .727 completion percentage remains 
ahead of BYU's Steve Young's current NCAA 
record. With 3,433 yards of total offense this 
year, Culpepper trails his own school mark 
(3,524) by 91 yards, making it a mark that 
should be passed against Ball State. 
Culpepper remains three touchdown passes 
behind the UCF record of 26 held by Darin 
Slack and Darin Hinshaw. 
Siaha Burley had four receptions against 
Auburn, bringing him to 70 catches on the 
year, which is the fifth highest mark in school 
Fred kicking the ball with 
confidence again," 
Kruczek said. "For a 
while, it looked as if the 
injury would continue to 
'HEISMAN 
, negatively affect his per-
,. formance, but he really 
came through when we 
J needed him. It would ~ have been nice to see him 
1 line up and attempt a few 
1 more." 
!j Meanwhile, Siaha 
Burley and Paul Miranda 
both enjoyed great 
returns during the game. 
Burley had his longest 
punt return of the year, 
with the best part being 
that there were no penal-
~ ·,f':: •• 
TOP TEN 
· ·. Daunte Culpepper, QB, UCF 24·37, 182 yds, 4 int in I 0-6 loss co Auburn 
. Sean K~ng, QB,T~lane 27-38, 285 yds,4TDs,TD rush in 41-31 win vs. Memphis 
. Tim Couch, QB, Kentucky35-45, 338 yds, 2 TDs, TD rush', I int in 37-35 win vs. Miss. St 
Cade McNown, QB, UCLA 23-37, 377 yds, 4 TDs, I int in 41-34 win vs. O;egon St. 
Joe Germaine, QB, Ohio State 16-34, 239 yds, I TD, I int in 28-24 loss to Mich. St. 
Ricky Williams; ~B. Texas 2~ carries, 90 yds, 74 rec. yds, 2 TOs in 37-34 win v:s. Okla. St 
Trvy Edwards, WR, La. Tech 13 rec, 191 yds, 4 TDs in 69~2 I win vs.Ark. St. 
MiJ:h•el Bishop:Qs, Kansas St · 17-2-9, 262 yds, 2 TOs, TD rush ih'49·'6 win vs. Bayl~t 
t>ono;an McN.abb, Q8i Syracuse 14~29, 281 yds, 3 TDs, TD rush Jn 35·28 loss tc;; WVU 
Ron D•y,ne, RB:;W1$consi~, 3s .~oie~,~Jp yds, I TD, In 76-1 ,~ vs Ml~neso~ 
;~:. :Of 
(listed m 11(1 patticuklr otdet} 
I ' 
ties called on his run back. Miranda constant-
ly offered UCF solid field position and 
returned Auburn's kickoff with 57 seconds 
left in the game near the 35-yard line before a 
clipping penalty nullified the gain and led the 
Knights to start at their own 9-yard line. 
history. Burley is also second on the all-time 
list thanks to last year's 77-catch effort. David 
Rhodes set the record with 78 in 1993. He 
caught a pass in his 20th consecutive game 
against Auburn. 
-TONY MEJIA The punting game wasn't as effective, 
~-
, -
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STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS 
•POLICE 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH 
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LAND-
LORD(IENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC & 
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN 
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF 
CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: 
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY : SRG_,_J 5 5 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-SPM 
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the 
Student Government Association 
PlAY 1111 AGAllln 
SPO~T~ 
USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
Buy •:• Sell •:• Trade •:• Consign 
SwiNq ON IN FoR ALL 
Of .YOUR 
GolfiNq NEEds! 
A.Ru's lARqEsT SElECTiON of NEw 
& PaE-OwNEd Golf EouiPMEffl' 
Make Sure to Check Out Our 
Skate Closeouts! 
7600 University Blvd. • Winter Park 
677-5007 
c. 
~, 
.. 
J 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Red-zone problem costs Knights 
From PAGE28 
ing the ball over in the red zone more times 
than it actually scored. All the Knights could 
muster in their five scoring opportunities 
was six points scored on a pair of Fred 
Waczewski field goals. Culpepper was 
picked off twice at the goal line and a fum-
bled snap denied UCF of a third score, giv-
ing the ball back to Auburn with !:43 to go. 
"They deserved to win the football game, 
and we were very fortunate to hold them to 
six points," Auburn interim head coach Bill 
Oliver said. "We were very fortunate to get 
the fumble. If he (Culpepper) doesn't drop 
it, the game is over. That was just big, big, 
big right the~e." 
Chris Lorenti's snap was low and 
Culpepper had to bend down and try to sal-
vage it. The ball took a bad hop, and from 
there a mad scrambled ensued. Auburn 
recovered, setting up its final drive. 
"We talked about turnovers killing this 
football team against great opponents, 
which of course, Auburn is. I never in my 
wildest dreams thought it would be this 
close with that many turnovers," Coach 
Mike Kruczek said. "It's where the 
turnovers took place that hurt the most. 
We'll have to go back and re-examine some 
things to make sure this doesn't happen 
again." 
The void will be felt all week by UCF 
players, with the best thing for them proba-
bly being to get back out onto the field in 
practice and in Saturday's Homecoming 
. game against Ball State. Until then, the 
memory of 80,000 screaming fans clad in 
orange and blue cheering wildly as Bailey 
ran down the sideline will be ever present in 
the minds of the Knights. 
"We prepared the whole week for this, 
and you let it come down to 10-6. That's 
probably tfie worst thing," senior comerback 
Paul Miranda said. "I'd rater be beaten by 
100 points than by four points. It's kind of 
hard on us. We just have to bounce back and 
recuperate." 
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UCF looks.to ,erase pain of 
A'Qbum against Ball State 
From PAGE 28 
game like that, they want to cotl1e back 
and reconcile the simation by playing 
a lot better," Kruczek said. "That's the 
make up of this t~am cind the, pride 
they play with. Plus,.comirig hoRi.e{o{ 
homecoining, they· don't want td get 
embarrassed in any way, even remote-
ly give th~ Other te~~.a chance.'" 
However; .Kruczek said tMr~ is a 
factor that could make Saturday's 
game closer .. than many fans may 
.expect: ~SU's Adi.;ian Reese. 
Reese, a wide receiver a"!ld punrr~ 
returner, ranks third, in the nation in 
return average with 15.35 yards a run 
back. f\lth<?ugh Re~e has not tet~rned 
a punt for . a touchdown this season, 
Kruczek is concerned about Reese's 
big play possibilities. 
ijHe~s good. He's real good;n 
Kruczek said. ''First, you can't tackle 
rum because of his [quick] feet and 
whep you do get-there and knock him 
down. he doesn't fall, he doesn't get 
tackled real easy." 
Although special teams isn't his 
forte, .Kruczek has designed a full-
pr§bf defense agail).St M6ore. 
"I told [special teams coach Danny] 
Crossman 'y9u don't have to worry 
about Adrian.~ .He .said ).;why?' I g(), 
'we•ain't puntiyg the ball anyway.' " 
If the UCF offense is that potent, 
-both the 1996 meeting against Ball 
State ap.d last week's crushing defeat 
to Auburn will be ancient history. 
BellSouth Prepaid Cellular 
No monthly bill • No long-term contracts 
No credit checks • No deposit • Only 50¢ per minute • Airtime can be replenished by phone 
Only BellSouth Mobility lets anyone call anybody, anywhere, for any reason at all. 
@ BELLSOUTH Mobility® 
CALL 1-800-243-3000 FO MORE INFORMATION. 
® 
R•lla5fl•ck 
Cards available at participating RadioShack locations 
"Call 1-800-THE SHACK" Cards available at participating 7-Eleven locations 
Altamonte Springs (407) 262-4000 • Dqytona Beach (904) 252-9000 • Kissimmee (407) 931-0300 • Melbourne (407) 255-1200 • Melbourne (Melbourne Square) (407) 951-4344 
Merritt Island (407) 452-0400 • Orange City (904) 775-3131 • Orlando (Kirkman Shops) (407) 291-9335 • Orlando (Colonial Drive) (407) 893-9000 • Palm Bay (407) 725-2200 
Palm Coast (904) 445-1808 • Port Orange (904) 322-5950 •Tavares (352) 742-1400 •Titusville (407) 383-7969 
Additiona1 charges for roal'T'ing long distarce and directory assistance All seivice provided pursuant to Be1 South's standard terms and conditions. Certa.n ot~ er restrictiors '!lay apply. ©•998 BellSouth Mobil: y 
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Knights claim TAAC title 
Photo by Mike Marshall 
Senior goalkeeper Alyssa O'Brien was 
named the TAAC Tournament MVP. 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
The UCF women's soccer team 
regained the Trans America 
Athletic Conference title on 
Saturday, defeating Jacksonville, 1-
0, in the championship game. It is 
the fifth conference title in the past 
six years for the Knights, who now 
prepare for their NCAA first-round 
match-up against Wisconsin. 
The NCAA bid is the first. for 
UCF since 1991, when Coach 
Karen Richter was an assistant. It's 
also the first NCAA Tournament 
for the five UCF seniors, who 
missed a chance at last year's 
NCAA Tournament by losing in the 
TAAC final against Georgia State. 
"It's everything that we've ever 
worked for. I've been here six 
years, and I was here the last time 
we made it in 1991," Richter said. 
"It's been a long wait, particularly 
for the seniors. They won two con-
ference championships when there 
was no automatic bid. We kept 
waiting and finally last year we 
had the play-in, but we lost (in the 
TAAC final). It was devastating to 
them, but to come back is every-
thing we've worked for." 
Danya Harris was the deciding 
factor in the TAAC title game, but 
almost didn't play after sitting out 
the semifinal victory over 
Campbell. She set up · Michelle 
Anderson for the game-winning 
goal against Jacksonville, earning 
All-Tournament honors for her 
one-game performance. 
"Danya was huge. I know she 
only played one game out of the 
three days, but she deserved all-
toumament because she made a 
difference for us," Richter said. 
"She could barely . walk (on 
Friday), and she just played great 
(against Jacksonville). She obvi-
ously made the difference because 
the ball she served was perfect on 
the assist." 
Alyssa O'Brien earned 
Tournament MVP, despite only fac-
ing three shots in two games. 
Meanwhile, Anderson, Wendy 
Wiltsey, Margrette Auffant, and 
Kim Shrum joined O'Brien and 
Harris on the All-Tournament team. 
The Knights got some unex-
pected scoring help during the 4-0 
See TEAM, Page 20 
Blown chances result in 
UCF's missed opportunity 
ByTONYMEilA 
Sports Editor 
Karsten Bailey avoiding Damian 
Demps and Tyrell Rice to streak 58 
yards down the sideline 
for an Auburn touch-
down will forever 
be one of the 
most infamous 
moments in 
UCF histo-
ry. Replays 
of Bailey's 
score 
were 
shown all 
over the 
news fol-
lowing 
Auburn's 10-6 
victory against 
the Knights. Aside 
from those replays, UCF 
players got to review lhe play 
over and over again in their heads. 
"It's something I'll never forget. 
We had them," senior safety Reginald 
Doster said. "Will I be able to sleep 
tonight? I don't know." 
The sentiment of the Central 
Florida contingent was written all · 
over their faces outside 
the visiting locker 
room at Jordan-Hare Stadium. With 
chants of 'War Eagle', the Auburn 
battle cry, still audible from the rau-
cous fans who had all but resigned 
themselves to a Homecoming defeat 
entering the game's final minute, 
UCF players and fans were forced to 
stand there and let it all soak in. 
"This is really hard right no~. 
They know we played 
with them. We were 
their equal, if not 
better," senior line-
backer Mike 
Palmer said. 
"We just 
kept giv-
ing it 
back to 
them and 
eventually 
it's going to 
catch up to 
you. They 
caught that pass on 
fourth down and then got 
that fluke touchdown to take it 
away." 
UCF got inside the Auburn 20-
yard line five times in the game, tum-
See RED-ZONE; Page 27 
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Knights aim to 
right wrongs at 
homecoming 
By JEFF CASE 
Staff Writer 
UCF traveled to Munice, Ind. in 1996 with hopes 
of defeating a slumping 0-3 Ball State team for its first 
Division I-A win in UCF's first I-A season. BSU's 31-
10 victory not only sent UCF to its third loss in four 
g~ufles, but also began Bsu~s sea- ..--------. 
son;:ending eight game win ·streak 
and helped it earn a berth in the 
Las Vegas Bowl. But, oh ,how 
times J1aye. changed for UCE 
The''Knights (7-2), coming off a 
disappointing 10-6 loss -against 
Aubltro, will look to reMu.nd 
emp~atically agains~ BSQ at 
Saw4ay;s Ffomecoming g4fil:e. A 
'.bowlberth is still not out of the MUJ;phy 
qu,estion forUCF, providing they 
can defeat both ·BSU and New Mexico by convincing 
margins. However, the biggest advantage for UCF is 
that it is .the favorite against BSU1 Coach Mike 
Kruciek said. 
"' • t•W,(;'re expett~ to do $Ql}le things·against. this 
footbafi team we're playing, part:icularly < peicepti-0n~ 
wise because they're 1-8 and they're not having a real 
good season," Kruczek said. "I think a lot of factors 
allowed the score in Muncie. I don't think 31-10 was 
indicative of the talent level or the difference in talent 
level by any stretch of the imagination. We don't come 
up with' catches, [Mark] Nonsant drops a 90 yard TD 
pass down the sideline, they had a punt return, and the 
weather was horrible.'' 
For BSU, things pick up where they started prior to 
the1996 meeting. The Cardinals are struggling. 
through a four-game losing streak, including last 
week's 24-23 loss to Western Michigan in the game's 
final four seconds. 
Offensively, BSU is led by senior tailbackLeAndre 
Moore, who has gained 630 yards on 166 carries with 
fQur touchdowns. Moore's experience will be counted 
on to take pressure off sophomore quarterback Brian 
Conn, who is 19 for 50 with 208 yards and one TD and 
one interception. 
Defensively, safety Pete Smith, a junior, leads the 
Cardinals in tackles (107) and pass breakups with two. 
BSU's defense ranks low among D-1 teams, allowing 
4243 yards per game (98th), including 217 rushing 
yards a game. But BSU's near victory against WMO 
-has Kruczek concerned. 
"Western Michigan has beaten some good football 
teams. so [BSU] is playing good football," Kruczek 
said. "They're still trying to figure out .what kind .of 
s.cheme to run, they .keep changing it. I'm 'sure 
[Defehsivl coordinator G~ne] Chizik will have to 
work on a lot of things defensively.'' 
'UCF will look to not only gain ground in its slim~ 
ming .bowl game bids with a victory, but also to 
avenge last week's last•minute Joss to the Auburn. 
Kru~z~'.,k said heexpects'little JQ.Qtivation will be need~ 
ed to .~eJ l{GF fired up ,~Q pl~y BSU. 
,;l' u~o~'Vation enough is tqihave played and lost the 
See UcF, Page27 
Knights in the NCAA' s Hoops on the horizon Homecoming football Post-game recaps 
Preview of women's soc- Previews of men 1 s and Watch for a recap of Results from basketball 
cer NCAA opening round women's upcoming UCF's encounter against openers and women's 
match at Wisconsin. basketball season Ball State Saturday night. soccer NCAA game. 
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c dule Of Euents 
Wednesday: CARNIVAL . 
Like Livin' on the Edge?! A Ferris Wheel, Tilt-a-Whirl, food, games, ABSOLUTELY NO 
CLASSES, and it's FREE !(including general public) This annual carnival will be held from 
2-8pm. ·in the arena parking lot. · 
CONCERTS 
Hip-Hop, Alternative, come listen to the groups LIVE! · 
All at the UCF Arena through out the aft~rnoon and into the evening. 
BLACK EYED -PEAS>> 3:15pm . . . 
A TRIBE CALLED QUEST>> 4:30pm 
VIOLENT FEMMES (IN THE ARENA) >> 8:00pm 
Thursday: . · L 
SXI'I' 1 1 I 1 2 
-
Tradition continues with a series of ten minute skit~ performed by 
campus clubs & organizations. Best dance will be announced at the end of the evening. 
Make sure you support your club. or organization at the. UCF ARENA '8:00pm ·. ~ 
. Friday: 
~SP I n·1y SPLRSH 
That's right, it's time, o~ce again, for UCF to come together in & around the Reflecting 
Pond as D.J. Jake & Rog kick off UCF's pep rally at 2:00pm. Appearances by UCF 
basketball & football players, coaches and cheerleaders. 
Follow the UCF _marching .band to the Arena for the women's and men's basketball 
games. 
UCF WOMEN US. RMER I CRN UN I UERS ITY 5:3HPM 
UCF MEN US. ROLL I NS COLLEGE 7:3HPM 
ADMISSION TO THE GAME IS FREE UJITH UCF STU.DENT ID, $7 RESERUED 
SEATING, $5 GENERAL ADMISSION, $3 FOR AGES 6-17 • 
. Any questions? c~ll 823-6471 
• 
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SR. 528A 
Directions to the UCF South Orlando Center 
1. 1-4 to exit 32 Gohn Young Parkway ( 423) South). 
2. Take John Young Parkway south 4 lights to Oak Ridge Road - turn left (heading east). 
3. Take Oak Ridge Road 2 lights to Rio Grande Avenue - turn right. 
4. Rio Grande Avenue is a 4 lane road that becomes a 2 lane road called Lake Ellenor Drive. 
5. Stay on Lake Ellenor Drive all the way. Pass the 7200 building (on your right) and turn right into the UCF South 
Orlando/Professional Development Center just past the Dead End sign. 
1. Go to Sand Lake Road (exit 29off1-4). 
2. Take Sand Lake Road to Orange Blossom Trail (441) and turn left, heading north. 
3. Go two lights to Orlando Central Parkway (there will be a Wendy's on the right) and turn left. 
4. Go to Lake Ellenor Drive and turn left. 
5. Pass the 7200 building (on your right) and turn right into the UCF South Orlando/Professional Development Center 
just past the Dead End sign. 
1. Take the North exit from the airport to 528 (Bee Line Expressway) West. 
2. Get on 482 (Sand Lake Road) West. 
3. Go to 441 (Orange Blossom Trail) and turn right, heading north. 
4. Go two lights to Orlando Central Parkway (there will be a Wendy's on the right) and turn left. 
5 .. Go to Lake Ellenor Drive and turn left. 
6. Pass the 7200 building (on your right) and turn right into the UCF South Orlando/Professional Development Center 
just past the Dead End sign. 
The following courses have been added to the Spring '99 sched 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT KEY CODE PREFI:x/NUMBER SEC. ,, 
~ r;rJ 
0 r;rJ ~ 
~ z ~ r;rJ ~ ;:J ~ 0 
u 
COHPA 
Accounting 
Economics 
Finance 
Management 
Marketing 
Communication 
English 
Foreign Language 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Sociology 
Criminal Justice I 
Legal Studies 
Educational Foundations 
Educational Internships 
Instructional Programs 
Engineering Core 
Engineering Technology 
Public Administration 
OT = ITV /Interactive Television Courses 
7011 
7066 
7067 
4422 
7006 
6944 
6943 
4199 
7078 
4231 
7077 
6886 
7064 
7065 
3965 
7005 
7095 
1203 
7096 
6937 
7094 
7001 
7002 
7003 
7061 
2403 
2405 
7074 
7075 
7101 
7054 
7099 
7100 
3767 
7056 
7035 
7221 
7034 
7222 
7062 
7063 
6914 
6926 
6908 
6897 
7080 
5114 
6920 
6902 
7189 
6020 
6030 
6039 
6058 
6066 
6074 
6082 
6203 
7098 
BUL 3130 
ECO 3401 
ECO 3411 
GEB 4361 
REE 3043 
GEB 3031 
GEB 3031 
GEB 3031 
MAN 3025 
MAN 3025 
MAN 3301 
MAN 3504 
MAN 4240 
MAN 4720 
MAR 3023 
MAR 4712 
COM 3110 
COM 3120 
SPC 3301 
0051 
0051 
0051 
0051 
0058 
OT52 
OT51 
0053 
0051 
OT51 
0051 
OT51 
0051 
0051 
0051 
0051 
0058 
0058 
0058 1 
SPC 3445 OT51 _ ... {:::i\~·-l''.JJi .. ::,,'\ 
SPC 4350 0058 .. '·. . . 
=~~ !m ,,;:z~~·:]~'ll~:~;; 1 
;1~~~,:~:11~,:r~~1~1~r~~ 
;; 1$,,!'i,iii~~l2~~~::~'.''• 1 
SYP q~~:,_:: ::,, , , ,:, , .;, ,' .. ,'~~~~ ·••• t Ji~]!illil ~ 
CC] 4~§:~K':{:::t::_;;::~:::::'\.:·:::;:;;:·;;';1?:··:}i:_:-:::,:·i·:1Q.~l::}:::•.::::::1l::::f:·:.;,:'':(::ll,·· . 
·::::··=-· .. -.: ~·:··:. .··. :·:" ·.: ... ·.···:':': '."·:·:: .. ::::.:::::;::· : ::.:::·::·:/~::~:: ·:·· :: :·= :=··:: :- :·;: ~:-:·: . 
EGN 3210 
EGN 3321 
EGN 3343 
EGN 3420 
EGN 3613 
EGN 4033 
EGN 4624 
STA 3032 
EET 4548 
ETG 3541 
ETI 2110 
ETI 3671 
ETI 4186 
ETI 4635 
ETM 4220 
MAP 3401 
PAD 3003 
PAD 6417 
OT51 
OT51 
OT51 
OF51 
OTSl 
OT51 
OF51 
OF51 
OFSl 
OF51 
OF51 
OFSl 
OF51 
OFSl 
0058 
0058 
0051 - 0053 = Courses for Admittedc6 
> 
e through a special funding initiative from the Florida Legislature. 
•TITLE CREDITS DAY 1)ME 
Legal and Ethics 
~ 
Quant Tools I 
Quantitive Methods 
Bus. Int'l Environment . 
Fun Real Estate 
:Cornerstone 
Cornerstone 
Cornerstone Disc 
Management of OR 
Management of OR 
HR 1\1anagement 
\2ual. and Prod. Mgmt. 
Org. Theory Behavior 
Strategic Management 
')-
Marketing 
Healthcare Marketing 
Bus. and Prof. Comm. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Power Systems 3 
~pplied Mechanics 4 
Industrial Quality Control 3 
Tech Econ Analysis 2 
Applied Reliability 3 
Tech Administration 3 
Applied Energy Systems 4 
Problem Analysis 3 
fub.Admin.Amer. Soc. 
Human Res. Mgmt. 
3 
3 
T 
M 
M 
w 
w 
M 
M,W 
w 
M 
M,W 
T 
TR 
T 
w 
M 
R 
w 
TR 
M 
w 
R 
s 
T 
M 
M 
T 
w 
R 
T 
1800 - 2045 
0900 - 1200 
1230 -.1530 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
1900 - 2145 
1300 - 1415 
1830 - 2115 
1800 - 2045 
1000 - 1115 
1800 - 2045 
1400 - 1515 ' 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2050 
1130 - 1245 
1900 - 2150 
1800 - 2050 
1800 - 2050 
1000 - 1250 
1830 - 2115 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
1600 - 1830 
1600 - 1830 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
w 1730 - 2015 
R · 1730 - 2015 
w 1800 - 2045 
R 1800 - 2045 
M 1830 - 2115 
T 1800 - 2045 
R 1800 - 2045 
T 1800 - 2045 
M 1800 - 2045 
w 1800 - 2045 
T 1700 - 1950 
M,W,F 
TR 
M,W,F 
M,W 
TR 
s 
TR 
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0900 - 0950 
0830 - 0945 
0800 - 0850 
1500 - 1615 
1600 - 1650 
1130 - 1245 
1000 - 1115 
1800 - 2045 
1800 - 2045 
nts 0058 = Open Enrollment Courses OF51 = Feeds Video Taped Course 
Adtnissions 
Students, seeking 
admission to the University 
are encoura_ged to apply 
by posted application 
deadline dates. To apply, · 
students must submit 
admission applications to 
· the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions 
or Office of Graduate 
· Studies. Nern-degree 
seeking students may _ 
register for selected open 
enrollment courses at the 
first class session. Course 
audits and credit by 
examination are also 
·available. For more 
information about 
admissions call 823-6110. 
Registration 
There are three 
registration sessions for 
each semester: Early, 
Regular, and Late 
Registration as well as 
Add/Drop. Each session 
has specific registration 
advising and payment 
guidelines. Students can 
register hy telephone or 
on-line (computer web). 
For more information on 
the registration process 
contact the Registration 
Hotline at 823-3533 or 
access the UCF web site at 
http://www.ucf.edu 
Parking 
Parking is free and 
convenient. 
Financial Aid 
The University of Central 
Florida Office of Student 
Financial Assistance 
provides financial aid to 
eligible students. Students 
who wish to apply for aid 
should contact the Office 
at 82:'-2-26. 
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Florida Mall and the growing communities at . , .·· ·· · · · / 
South Orlando. Easy access from I-4. and South 
Orange Blossom Trail (l7wa92/441 ), make the 
center a wise choice for students. 
Through UCF; students may enroll in both day 
. and eveaing courses.. Small classes, individual 
' :att~nt.iqq., afforda~i~ :tuition .. and fees, and ample . 
.. parking'tie3-r the.t:Wo bnil~ings on this 20~acre 
: center qn the shor~.s o(Lak.e _Ellenor are just a few . 
,-e~o,, .... f\ ;l:i¥ · ···~ · ,~UJd sp~ :ti tbls ~seiitt'fstet. '1t. · ' · · 
:;WiK p . !'" ~,;: : ~~, ·. · · .· .....• •. 3> , > , < • , ;i. r , . · .• ,. : •...• · .•.... ; .~ . . •. , . . , . · . •.. ; ~. Etli"i~b: 'yout ,m18fll 'and. g¢f .ctos~r .to, .. ·a~hJevin.g.,. 
:: " {;l{ . . ·~~f 15i ~~-~~·. ·~~:; . . . . 
~"""""' 
UCF South Orlando Center 
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive 
Orlando Central Park 
Orlando, FL 32809 
( 407) 856-6585 
••• 1>,·.,., •" ~;~;::~<~:_·~ - Al~o Av~ilable: Noncredit Certificate Progratns . 
FINANCIAL PLANNING CERTIFICATE (CFP) PROGRAM 
At any of these convenient locations: 
• Downtown Orlando 
• Altamonte Springs 
• Lake Mary /Sanford 
• Cocoa Beach 
MCSE/CNA COMPUTER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
• South Orlando Center 
A+ COMPUTER REPAIR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
• South Orlando Center 
MEDICAL CODING CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
• UCF Main Campus (East Orlando) 
For tnore· inforination, call 856-6585 
or visit our Wei) Page at 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-conted 
• 
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- HOMECOM I N6 ·pnnRDE 
ORLANDO WATCH OUT! AFTER A CRAZY, HECTIC, INSANELY SPIRITED 
WEEK, UCF WILL NOT BE HELD BACK AS WE CRUISE THROUGH THE . -. 
}· STREETS OF BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN ORLANDO, STARTING AT 11AM~ = ~ 
. ~ ,... 
, • . . L 
I 
"' . .-<·- ~ . :.· , " L; • ~ .. • . . ' . ; ~ . . 
-:...~ "''"' ,. " ... ~ " • ·:.. re~;.;· , • , 
. TRIL6RTE/RWRBDS ·1,'.T~:·,,_, .. : _,'.'··~· . ... ; : .-- .. : : .. 
j 
UCF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WILL BE SPONSORING IHE. KNIGHT'S FEAST 
FAN FARE AT TINKER FIELD AT 1~M WITrtTHE .. HARD ROCKCAfE CATER-. 
ING THE EVENT AND A PERFOR~NCE BYDeREK & THE SLAMMERS~ ~ , ,. 
EVENT IS FREE, FOOD TICKETS AR~· $SAlUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERS 
& UCF STUDENTS, $7 CHILDREN 10 & UNDER1 ·$t0 ~ENERAL PUBLIC. · ... 
CALL 823-ALUM FOR TICKETS. THE Ol?FICIAL HOMECOMING AWARDS 
> WILL TAKE PLACE WITH THE WINNERS FOR BCAC~ &·GOLD SlG'N 
; ' 1. . .,.. . . ~ 
CONTEST SKIT KNIGHT, SPIRIT BANNl=R;, 11LOA~~-~ ·~fllRIT 'CAR'at <1 :49P~ .. 
ON TINKER FIELD~ 
ORLANTh) MUSEUM OF ART 
2416 ~forth WI~ Avell'.J~ . Orl~ndo;- Fkidd.i ~'.lJ -148~ 
.~cm1di1t~1 bv lki' Arm:·rK,w A.l\£<-~·i,1fim:i ;ef Mul1.iff1Jj 
I . 
Daewoo is a gold sponsor of the 1998 UCF homecoming week. 
Daewoo of Sanford 4165 North Highway 17 -92 407 -3~3-7808 
3·Night' Vacation in Grand Bahama lslandl 
. . 
You must register to win-d&.Jring Homecoming WHkl . 
Register to win two trips to the Bahamas during homecoming 
. week, thanks to Blue Sky Jet Enterprise. 
\I '\: ,_ ,,~ 
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